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1. The Tax MIS Tool Kit

R

eforms in government administration and service delivery have been on the policy agenda
of countries and donor agencies over the past 2 decades, with several billion dollars having
been invested toward achieving the objectives of this agenda. Factors such as (i) a heightened
focus on quality, timeliness, and transparency in public service delivery; (ii) extensive growth in
the volume of public service delivery transactions; and (iii) limited manpower have necessitated
governments to pursue innovative methods for improving internal efficiency and delivering better
services to citizens and businesses. Leveraging information and communication technologies
(ICTs), in particular, for the modernization of public administration and service delivery has
received wider attention from governments and donor agencies. Governments have benefitted
substantially by adopting ICT to minimize the time, cost, and resources used in administration
and service delivery, which has led to enhanced convenience, transparency, and trust in public
service delivery. At the same time, public sector ICT projects have received criticism for not being
able to deliver the desired results and/or leading to unproductive investments in ICT systems and
infrastructure without much enhancement in the quality of service delivery. The experiences of
ICT investments have been diverse and many factors—such as strategic planning, commitment
from the government, ICT maturity levels among stakeholders, acceptance of the systems within
and outside the government, and technological complexities—have influenced the outcomes of
these projects. Well-planned, coordinated, and managed ICT initiatives have generally proven
effective in delivering desired results to stakeholders, both in the public and private sectors.

The application of ICT in tax administration is receiving increasing attention from governments
worldwide considering its significance in generating much-needed revenues to fund development
and social programs. Limited manpower, exponential growth in the taxpayer base, and related
transactions have presented various challenges to the tax authorities, including (i) incomplete
coverage of businesses and individuals in the taxpayer base; (ii) inadequate monitoring of taxpayer
compliance with obligations; (iii) inconveniences, longer times, and higher costs for taxpayers
in complying with taxation requirements; and (iv) delays and discretion in the collection and
remittance of state revenues. Several governments have been successful in adopting ICT to address
these issues and in achieving higher levels of compliance and increased revenues. The World
Bank’s Doing Business1 study focuses on the efficiency and effectiveness of tax administration
systems worldwide and measures the performance of various countries in parameters such as tax
rates, number of payments, and time to comply with tax regulatory requirements. Studies over
the past few years on these parameters have shown reasonable to substantial improvements in tax
administration in various economies around the world and have revealed that tax authorities are
increasingly relying on ICT for enhancing administrative performance.
Similar to other sectors, the adoption of ICT in tax administration has delivered mixed results
for tax authorities. Few countries have been entirely successful in leveraging ICT in enhancing

1

http://doingbusiness.org
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convenience, compliance, and revenues. The countries at an advanced stage of using ICT in tax
administration (e.g., the Republic of Korea and Singapore) have focussed on multiple dimensions,
including (i) convenience for taxpayers (e.g., online services to the taxpayers for registration,
filing of returns, and payment of taxes); (ii) compliance monitoring, including gathering data on
financial and related transactions performed by taxpayers to validate tax returns and support the
collection of due taxes; and (iii) enhanced revenue collections by supporting tax authority staff
in monitoring the compliance, assessment, and collection of taxes. On the other hand, several
countries are still at the middle or low level of the maturity curve in using ICT in tax administration.
As per the World Bank study,2 the performance of tax administration systems in a number of
countries still requires several hundred hours (thousands in a few cases) for taxpayers to comply
with their tax obligations. Poor coverage of the taxpayer base and inadequate monitoring of
taxpayer compliance have a spiralling effect on tax administration, leading to a higher tax burden
on a limited taxpayer base complying with the requirements. Tax authorities have been working
on leveraging ICT as a key enabler in addressing these issues and several initiatives are currently
in the conceptualization, design, or implementation stage.

1.1.

Overview and Structure of the Tax MIS Tool Kit

The Tax MIS Tool Kit has been developed with the overall objective of guiding and helping
policymakers and tax administrators in undertaking a holistic transformation of tax administration
in their respective agencies by implementing Tax MIS. This tool kit will support tax authorities in
the planning and implementation of Tax MIS in an informed manner and focuses on the (i) needs,
roles, and scope of ICT systems for tax administration; (ii) key factors that influence the outcomes
of ICT initiatives in tax administration; and (iii) experiences from such initiatives around the world
to minimize the learning curve and maximize the benefits from ICT investments to stakeholders.
The tool kit will provide guidance, including key activities that any tax agency should undertake,
in assessing the current status of ICT-based tax administration, identifying key problem areas,
developing a Tax MIS transformation roadmap, and designing an ICT-based tax administration
system. There is wide variation in the degree of maturity of the current Tax MIS in use by tax
agencies in developing countries in Asia. A tax agency can use this tool kit based on its level of
maturity in Tax MIS implementation. The tool kit also refers to key lessons learned from select
cases of Tax MIS implementation around the world.

2

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IC.TAX.DURS
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C

ompliance with tax laws by taxpayers requires them to undertake a range of administrative
activities—such as retrieval of information, assessment, calculation, filing, and payment—
using both internal resources and (increasingly) the assistance of external parties such as
tax accountants and lawyers. In most of countries, these compliance processes are cumbersome
and complex, resulting in significant time and economic losses both for the taxpayer as well as the
tax agency. This not only generates a significant administrative burden, but also a huge economic
loss for the country. This section discusses some of the key issues encountered in tax administration
and how ICT can be used effectively to address these problems. This tool kit has also presented
several successful case studies highlighting how ICT has helped tax agencies in streamlining
service delivery and reducing the administrative burden.

2.1.

Key Issues in Tax Administration

Based on the size, geographical coverage area, and structure of the overall government
administration in a given country, tax administration at the national level can be performed either
by a single agency or multiple agencies. Usually, local governments are also entrusted with the
administration and collection of certain taxes (e.g., property tax) to support their capital and
operational expenditure requirements for creating and maintaining civic infrastructure and services.
The similarities in the challenges confronted by different countries in tax administration are also
based on similarities in the tax administration systems and structures adopted by these countries.
Small to medium-sized countries, in terms of geographical size, generally entrust tax administration
responsibilities to a single agency for all central government taxes, while medium-sized to large
countries can have multiple agencies responsible for the collection of central government taxes. The
complexities of tax administration in a federated structure with multiple agencies performing tax
administration and collection duties are much higher. In such scenarios, the challenges confronted
by taxpayers are related to multiple interactions and transactions for registration, filing, and the
payment of taxes. Challenges Figure 1: Key Issues in Tax Administration
impacting the performance
of tax authorities include
Key Issues in Tax
disparate
information
Administration
sources on taxpayers, an
inability to achieve an
integrated view on taxpayer
liabilities, and difficulty in
exchanging data in various
formats in a timely manner.3
Inadequate coverage
of taxpayer base

3

W. Crandall and M. Kidd. 2010. Revenue Administration: A Toolkit for Implementing a Revenue Authority. IMF Technical
Notes and Manuals. Washington, DC: IMF.
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Tax authorities worldwide are presented with certain common and country-specific challenges that
have a bearing on the performance of the tax authorities in service provision, revenue collection, and
compliance monitoring. Different internal and external environmental factors pose challenges to tax
administration—such as redundant activities, weak service delivery capacities, and an insufficient
enabling legal environment—that can lead to sub-optimal revenue realization by the tax agency. Many
of these and other challenges affect overall tax administration as depicted in Figure 1. Meanwhile,
Table 1 summarizes such key issues faced by the tax authorities in a number of countries worldwide.
Table 1: Key Issues in Tax Aministration
Key Issues

Description

Inadequate
coverage of
taxpayer base

• Disparate and redundant data sources, within and outside the public sector, on potential
taxpayers with inadequate and untimely data exchange between tax authorities

Nonrealization of
full revenue
potential
from existing
taxpayer base

• Lack of integrated coverage of taxpayer base among tax agencies and related institutions and/or
partners

• Data received and available in manual records and documents leading to difficulties in enforcing
and tracking compliance in registration

• Limited or no access by the tax authorities on revenue and business performance records of
taxpayers
• Inaccurate or incomplete data on taxpayers
• Legislative hurdles in accessing taxpayer-related records and transactions (e.g., bank secrecy laws
in a few countries restricting access on taxpayers banking and financial transactions to the tax
authorities)
• Large volume of records and manual operations making it complex and difficult to monitor
revenue realization and initiate and conclude recovery measures in a timely manner

Low level of
compliance

• Large numbers of taxpayers, associated records, documents, and transactions, making it complex
to monitor compliance
• Manual operations providing limited scope for monitoring and ensuring full compliance of tax
obligations by taxpayers and leading to delays and inefficiencies in service delivery to taxpayers,
monitoring compliance, and initiating assessments and collection recovery
• Lack of data exchange within and between tax units leading to inefficiencies in compliance
monitoring
• Lower compliance monitoring leading to delayed and inadequate realization of revenue
• Higher priority given to processing the returns filed or claims made by taxpayers and inadequate
focus on compliance monitoring

Higher
transaction
costs

• Large number of taxpayers, documents, and manual operations leading to higher administrative
costs for tax authorities and higher compliance costs for taxpayers
• Printing, distribution, and exchange of physical documents
• Lack of self-services for taxpayers, which requires a greater administrative burden and higher
costs for tax authorities and taxpayers
• Low rate of recovery per dollar spent on tax collection

Significant
administrative
burden

• Complex business rules and compliance requirements compounded by manual systems and
processes
• Physical verification of monitoring of registration, compliance, payments, and recovery
• Minimal or no self-services options for taxpayers
• Tax agencies relying on both automated and manual systems in parallel, leading to more
operational costs
• Operational procedures consuming employee time at tax agencies, leaving minimal scope for
planning, monitoring, and analysis

The Business Case for Tax MIS

2.2.

Can ICT Help Streamline Tax Administration?

The administrative activities related to tax administration are largely governed by the relevant
regulatory framework, while tax agencies play a significant role in the practical operation and
delivery of services to taxpayers. Tax authorities are in a strong position to influence the overall
level of the administrative burden on businesses and citizens by undertaking different activities
such as regulatory reforms and business process reengineering (BPR), and by enabling different
service delivery channels. Figure 2 presents the typical journey of a taxpayer in obtaining a tax
refund from a tax agency in a jurisdiction where the operations related to tax administration are
not streamlined or ICT-enabled, and only limited service delivery channels are available to the
taxpayer. Meanwhile, the ICT-enabled and streamlined environment, also depicted in Figure 2,
shows improved service delivery and a significant reduction in the administrative burden.

5
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Figure 2: Customer Journey in Obtaining Tax Refunds

Activities/Services

Web

E-Mail

TFC

I submitted the application for tax
refund at the Tax Facilities Counter
(TFC)

Call
Center

Tax
Agency

Call
Center

Tax
Agency

I called the call center about the status
and was told that application is yet to
be sent by TFC
I telephoned to follow-up but was told
that the processes has not started due
to backing.
I made multiple visits. Staff were nice
but it took an hour to get the status.
Processing has started.

Subsequently, I made multiple calls to
know the expected refund date but
failed to get the status.

I met the officer and this time I
wouldn’t take “no” for and answer. He
did a lot of investigation and told me
the check will be posted in 7 days.

ICT-Enabled Transformation

Activities/Services

Web

E-Mail

TFC

I submitted the application for tax
refund at the Tax Facilitation Counter
(TFC)/Web Portal

I enquired about the status through
call-center/portal and found that
application is being processed.

I logged onto their portal (called the
call center) and found the tentative
date for payment refund.

I received the tax refund in my
account.

Note: Please refer to Table 12 for a further description of the service delivery channels referred to in Figure 2.

The Business Case for Tax MIS

While there are no quick-fix solutions for achieving significant improvement in tax administration,
ICT can play an enabling role in improving tax administration. Table 2 describes the specific role
of ICT in supporting tax authorities in addressing some of the challenges inherent in streamlining
the tax administration.
Table 2: Role of ICT in Addressing Key Issues Confronted by Tax Authorities
Key Issues

Role of ICT

Inadequate
coverage of
taxpayer base

• Sharing of data with other government agencies through integrated system enabling
identification of taxpayers

Non-realization
of full revenue
potential
from existing
taxpayer base

• Access to tax authorities on revenue and business performance records of taxpayers
and generation of intelligent MIS reports

• Data received and available in the ICT system facilitates easier tracking and
compliance in registration of taxpayers

• Automatic identification of taxpayers who have not paid tax dues and generation of
timely reminders for dues payment
• Sending multiple automated reminders to defaulters for making payment
• Automated generation of the defaulters list and initiation of the recovery process in a
timely manner
• Generation of meaningful MIS reports in monitoring revenue realization and taking
necessary steps to improve collection

Less
compliance

• Automated trigger and reports identifying noncompliance by taxpayers
• Data exchanges with other external agencies such as banks etc. in timely
identification of noncompliance by taxpayers
• Timely initiation of recovery process resulting in timely compliance and adequate
realization of revenue

Higher
transaction
costs

• Self-service platform and delivery channels for taxpayers resulting in reduced time
and compliance cost, and improved service delivery

Greater
administrative
burden

• Significant reduction in administrative burden and cost for tax authorities by allowing
the staff to focus more on planning, monitoring, analysis, and compliance

• Easier and faster processing of tax-related transactions such as assessment, filing of
return, payment, etc.
• Improved and efficient recovery per dollar spent on tax collection

• Automated verification and/or monitoring of registration, compliance, payments, and
recovery
• Self-service options for taxpayers
• Reliance on automated system resulting in reduced operational overheads

7
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2.3.

Can ICT-Enabled Systems Help Tax Authorities Transform
Tax Administration?4

Tax authorities around the globe have executed a range of ICT-based tax transformation projects
using different strategies. Some tax authorities have executed a few key projects in a relatively
fragmented fashion, while others have started with a smaller pilot project that was subsequently
ramped up. Here this tool kit presents some of the successful ICT-based tax administration
transformation initiatives executed around the globe that have resulted in a reduced administrative
burden and improved service delivery.
Table 3: Filing a Return Online
Case 1: Finland–Tax Return Online

Brief description
Tax Return Online (VIV) combines the best practices in the taxation of Finnish citizens. The Finnish Tax
Administration (FTA) collects data electronically at the source, with 95% of the data that employers and
other third parties report coming in electronic form. With its in-house procedures, the FTA is able to offer
customers their tax returns as complete as possible. The customer only needs to check the information
entered by the FTA and fill in the missing items. If the information is already correct and complete, then that
is all there is to it: the tax return has been filed. If there are errors on the form, the taxpayer corrects them
and files the corrected form. Annually, only 29% of the FTA’s customers (1.4 million out of 4.8 million) make
any corrections on their tax return.
The prefilled tax proposal has already reduced the compliance burden of millions of taxpayers in Finland. In
recognition of this, the Prime Minister cited the prefilled tax return as one of the major information society
innovations in 2006. In 2008, it became possible for the first time to make some corrections online, with
28% of the target group taking the opportunity to do so. The FTA expanded VIV to the extent that already
half of the annually filing customers (1.4 million) are now able to complete the entire filing process online.
Potentially, 1 million customers could file their taxes entirely online.

Who benefits?
Salary earners and pensioners

How has the ICT system helped taxpayers?
Only 30% of the FTA’s customers needed to file a tax return, and 27% of this group chose to do so online.
VIV enabled savings of €1.135 billion in 2009, according to preliminary calculations. This includes savings
in salaries and postage fees. The majority of information on tax returns is already presented and is mostly
correct. Generally, only balances need to be corrected, and a large part of the remaining errors can be
corrected online.

4

Forum on Tax Administration: Taxpayer Services Sub-Group. Survey of Trends and Developments in the Use of Electronic
Services for Taxpayer Service Delivery. Paris: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
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Table 4: Electronic Payment of Taxes
Case 2: Austria—e-Payment of Taxes via Finanz Online (PAY-FON)

Brief description
Tax payments in Austria are paid by individuals and companies (taxpayers) using payment slips presented
at banks. Taxpayers have a right to decide which taxes they would like to pay. On the slips, the taxpayer also
states which self-assessment taxes (e.g., VAT, wage tax) should be calculated by the revenue body (billing
instructions). For a large number of taxpayers (65%), this information is compiled by an authorized tax
consultant and is forwarded to the taxpayer in the form of a payment slip. The tax offices are sent a copy of
this payment slip by the bank for every payment received, the details from which must be manually entered
by staff into the revenue body’s computer system. Only then can the taxpayers billing instructions be
followed. The current process contains several changes in format (e.g., paper to ICT). Compilation errors
as well as misinterpretations result in a waste of time, and an increase queries with taxpayers and/or banks.
This causes high costs for all parties and taxpayer dissatisfaction.
Introduced in July 2008, the PAY-FON project created a solution that linked citizen service delivery
benefits with administrative savings. The disadvantages of the previous process for citizens and companies
were removed and the solution resulted in a reduction of costs for taxpayers and tax consultants.

Who benefits?
Individuals and businesses

How has the ICT system helped taxpayers?
PAY-FON has generated anticipated savings for individuals and companies, as well as tax consultants and
the tax agency, with each e-payment making a contribution to lower costs. By using PAY-FON, the quality
of data has improved and there are fewer interpretation errors. Red tape has been cut and taxes are paid
more quickly. Furthermore, transparency in account status has become much better for taxpayers and tax
consultants.

Table 5: Online Information about Tax Refunds
Case 3: USA e-Services Product: Where’s My Refund

Brief description
Refund information for the most current tax year for which the taxpayer has filed a return.

Who benefits?
Individual taxpayers

How has the ICT system helped taxpayers?
In fiscal year 2007, there were 32.1 million completed inquiries; in 2008, 39.1 million; and in 2009, 52.6
million. The e-services product provides taxpayers with the ability to check the status of their tax refunds.

9
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Table 6: Data Processing and Management5
Case 4: Republic of Korea—Data Processing and Management through Tax Integrated System
(TIS)

Brief description
The earliest form of the Korean e-taxation initiative began in 1970 as automated data processing. The National
Tax Administration (NTA) purchased a mainframe computer for the first time and established an electronic data
processing center. Over the following 10 years, NTA tried to enhance the scope of electronic data processing
with a batch-mode system to increase the efficiency of tax data processing. In the 1980s, more emphasis
was put on expanding the scope of computer utilization for taxation. In 1985, NTA constructed a master
database from which data could be accessed at regional and branch offices through a direct communications
network. In 1987, NTA began to provide personal computers to tax officers and reached its goal of 1 PC per
staff in 1997. Since its inception in 1997, the Tax Integrated System (TIS) has been functioning as the main
data management system for Korean e-taxation. It drastically changed the business environment of NTA.
First, it was built in accordance with the functional structure of NTA—such as filing, auditing, collection, and
taxpayer services—which made it easier to implement organizational reform in 1999. Second, all tax offices
were connected in real time through wide area networks (WANs) and local area networks (LANs). Third,
many new internal systems such as electronic mailing system, electronic documentation system, intranet
system for knowledge-sharing, and electronic bulletin board were introduced in accordance with TIS to
enhance the efficiency of tax administration. In 2000, the enactment of the Submission and Management
of Taxation Data Act expanded the scope of organizational and tax data to be reported to the National Tax
Service (NTS). In 2003, the Tax Information Management System (TIMS) was built to utilize TIS data for tax
enforcement purposes. It has provided in-depth analysis of tax data for decision-making at different levels
of tax administration.

Who benefits?
Tax agency

How has the ICT system helped taxpayers?
The tax agency (NTS, formerly NTA) has been able to utilize electronic data to generate meaningful reports
and improve compliance and tax collection efficiency.

5

International Telecommunication Union (ITU). 2009. Introduction to the e-Government Implementation Toolkit. Geneva:
ITU. Quoted in Y. Won. 2012. IT Applications in Tax Administration—Korean Experiences. Mimeo.
Forum on Tax Administration: Taxpayer Services Sub-Group. 2010. Information Note on Programs to Reduce the Administrative
Burden of Tax Regulations. Paris: OECD.
Korea Development Institute (KDI). 2011. Overhaul of the IRS Information System for Supporting Financial Sustainability.
Seoul: KDI. Quoted in Y. Won. 2012. IT Applications in Tax Administration—Korean Experiences. Mimeo.
National Information Society Agency (NIA). 2012. Informatization White Paper. Seoul: NIA. Quoted in Y. Won. 2012. IT
Applications in Tax Administration—Korean Experiences. Mimeo.
A. Rabaiah and E. Vandijck. 2009. A Strategic Framework of e-Government: Generic and Best Practice. Electronic Journal of
e-Government. 7 (3). pp. 241–258.
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Table 7: Web-Based Portal and Service Delivery through Call Centers
Case 5: Canada–Taxpayer Service Directorate National Portal

Brief description
In 2005, a working group was created to develop national online tools that would meet the information needs
of call center agents. Prior to the development of these tools, agents were faced with having to access multiple
mainframe applications and various online and paper reference materials to answer taxpayer enquiries. The
group created both a mainframe desktop tool and a web-based information portal that provides call center
agents with all the information required to answer taxpayer enquiries. Both systems can be accessed through a
single log-in mechanism and navigation between the two systems is seamless for agents. These desktop tools
facilitate navigation between multiple systems, provide links to both internal and external online resources,
and provide automated processes to assist with the completion of frequently used forms. The interface is
intuitive, user-friendly, and designed to enable the agent to follow a call flow. Online reference materials are
organized by line of inquiry: (i) individual income taxes, (ii) business taxes, and (iii) child and family benefits.

Who benefits?
Individuals, tax credit recipients, and businesses

How has the ICT system helped taxpayers?
In April 2009, the three lines of online reference materials were accessed 150,000 times by approximately
3,000 agents,
agents,which
whichisismore
moretraffic
traffic
than
than
forfor
most
most
sitessites
hosted
hosted
on the
oninternal
the Canada
intranet
Revenue
of the Canada
Agency’s
Revenue
(CRA)
internal (CRA).
Agency
intranet.Both
Bothclassroom
classroomand
andon-the-job
on-the-jobtrainings
trainingshave
have decreased
decreased as
as the
the need
need to
to train agents on
multiple tools has been significantly reduced. In addition, a user survey carried out just over a year after
the portal‘s implementation revealed that 97% of users were generally satisfied with the portal and 99%
agreed that it facilitated research. In 2007, the project team received the Québec Assistant Commissioner
Award for Creativity and Innovation. Call center agents have access to national messages, tax information,
and national policies and procedures all from a single desktop. They usually are able to find the information
required to respond to the taxpayer in less than three mouse clicks. This results in better client service since
(i) the time required to research the CRA’s vast information database has been significantly reduced; (ii)
the centralization of national messages authored by the CRA ensures that agents are always informed of the
most recent information pertaining to their work; and (iii) the same information is accessed by all agents,
contributing to consistency in the responses provided to taxpayers.
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Table 8: Sharing Taxpayer Data with Other Agencies
Case 6: Denmark—e-Income Initiative

Brief description
This innovation is associated mainly with the sharing of data. However, the availability of uptodate data on
taxpayers makes it possible to create systems and services that were not previously possible. Historically,
employment information, including income, was reported annually, meaning that by the time it was made
available to the government the circumstances of a taxpayer may well have changed. Monthly reporting, via
electronic media, presents new opportunities for tax administration and other government bodies.
Denmark’s e-Income Initiative is a system centered on a major record or file that includes all the information
that is normally shown on a payment slip. But the system does not just cover wage income; it covers all kind
of personal payments with the exception of capital income. This means that it also contains information on
social benefits, pensions, and student grants, among other sources of income. Apart from this, it also includes
specific information on hours, wage rate, holiday allowances, maternity pay, relevant periods of work, and a
production unit number to signal where a person is working to make an automatic calculation of the transport
tax deduction. The information in e-Income Initiative records can be delivered online and filtered through
many different modes of service delivery.

Who benefits?
Government bodies, employers, and taxpayers

How has the ICT system helped taxpayers?
In addition to tax administration bodies, the other government agencies that derive benefit from this initiative
fall into three categories:
• Social services, public pension funds, unemployment funds. The function of these public and/or
private bodies is to pay unemployment benefits, subsidies, grants, and pensions. Information from the
e-Income Initiative can alert these bodies of whether a person is entitled to a certain payment or not on
a near real-time basis. This is a major benefit to these agencies.
• All employers (both public and private sectors) who pay out wages. The e-Income Initiative
includes an e-Tax Card system that makes it easier to administrate tax cards. Employers now receive tax
cards digitally from the revenue body instead of receiving the cards individually from each employee.
Employers also receive automatic digital updates of their tax card information; for example, if the taxpayer
makes changes to his or her preliminary assessment. Employers, therefore, do not have to receive and
administrate physical tax cards. And taxpayers do not have to deliver updated information to them.
• All public bodies engaged in collecting debts. The e-Income Initiative has made it possible for
employers to withhold a certain part of employee wages to be used in the payment of debts to any public
body. Included in the e-Tax Initiative is a tool to facilitate the automatic collection of debts from the
wages of employees. This is done by making an adjustment to the rate of withholding on the tax card. In
this way, taxpayers pay their debts to government bodies via the tax system.
No private sector bodies have yet been given access to income data or annual statement data. But access
to employee’s tax card data, on the other hand, is working well for private sector bodies as all employers
have access to their employees’ tax card data. For other bodies, the plan is that the data will eventually be
accessible to all financial sector bodies (e.g., banks and mortgage institutions, etc.) if granted access by
the individual taxpayer. The concept is broadly described as follows: when a taxpayer is engaging in a loan
process, the lending body typically wants an overview of his financial situation before granting a new loan.
The overview demanded typically consists of the previous year’s annual statement from the revenue body
plus the three most recent payment slips. All of this information will soon be made possible via web services
from the government revenue body.

The Business Case for Tax MIS

Table 9: Mobile Portal Access
Case 7: Australia—Mobile Portal Access

Brief description
To access Australian Tax Office (ATO) online services (e.g., the Tax Agent Portal or the Business Portal), a
client is required to apply for a digital certificate and install it on a computer along with the signing software
provided with the certificate. The client must then use that computer in order to use the installed certificate
to log in to ATO online service. This requirement means that clients who want to use another computer
(e.g., a home computer or a third party‘s computer) to log in to ATO online services need to install their
certificate and the signing software into that computer first. A user-friendly and effective way to solve this
inconvenience is to provide clients with a USB stick that contains modified signing software and their digital
certificates. This allows them to carry the USB stick with them and use it to log in to an ATO online service
from any other computer without the need to install anything on the host computer. The solution also ensures
that no personal and confidential data or footprint is left in the computer after use.

Who benefits?
Tax agents, business owners, and Business Activity Statements (BAS) Service Providers (tax agents, in
particular, can use their portable USB stick to log on to the Tax Agent Portal from a client‘s computer or any
other computer while travelling interstate where they regularly conduct business.)

How has the ICT system helped taxpayers?
The main benefits are greater flexibility (e.g., use at home, work, or while visiting clients without advance
planning), improved security as copies of the certificate are not installed in other computers, and the
elimination of the need to install a digital certificate on each computer the holder wants to use.
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3. Overview of Tax MIS
The adoption of ICT has been a key element of tax administration reforms undertaken by tax
agencies worldwide, and the ability to file and pay taxes electronically has had a significant
impact on tax administration efficiency. Electronic interactions between tax authorities and
taxpayers are well-established in developed economies and are gaining increasing popularity
in developing nations. The implementation of Tax MIS is aimed at supporting the relevant tax
agency in simplifying the filing and payment process for taxpayers. Tax MIS will address the
operational inefficiencies in the existing environment through effective utilization of ICT, where
applicable. The implementation of Tax MIS primarily aims at simplifying the current business
processes adopted by the tax agency, converting taxpayer services into self-services, automating
internal business processes and workflows surrounding tax administration, and providing a
comprehensive reporting and analysis framework to support the tax agency in effective planning
and monitoring of the tax administration.
Tax MIS will support the tax agency in increasing revenue collection and tax compliance by
enabling it to reach out to taxpayers in a more efficient and effective way. This will help widen
the tax net and improve compliance, enhance the efficiency of the revenue collection process,
increase the quality of the work environment to generate higher productivity, and provide better
services to taxpayers with a view to increasing voluntary compliance. This section discusses the
key benefits of Tax MIS implementation and the conceptual model of a typical Tax MIS.

3.1.

Key Objectives of Tax MIS Implementation

The objectives behind Tax MIS implementation may differ depending on the tax agency’s level of
development. Typically, the key objectives behind Tax MIS implementation are as follows:
(i)

conversion of taxpayer services into self-services to minimize the effort of taxpayers
in complying with tax laws and to reduce the administrative burden for tax officials in
processing transactions;

(ii)

minimizing the cost of tax compliance for taxpayers and the cost of tax administration
for the tax agency;

(iii) establishment of an integrated view on taxpayer information and tax liabilities based on
information available within and outside the tax agency;
(iv) implementation of service delivery channels to cater to all segments of taxpayers with or
without access to computers and the internet;
(v)

creation of a centralized taxpayer database and a unique identification number system
for all categories of taxpayers;

(vi) establishment of integrated systems to facilitate information exchanges between the
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tax agency and other key stakeholders such as the finance ministry, banks, and other
relevant bodies to improve operational efficiencies, revenue collection, and compliance
monitoring; and
(vii) increased tax revenue through effective monitoring of tax compliance and analysis of
external transactional data for taxpayers.

3.2.

Key Benefits of Tax MIS Implementation

Implementation of Tax MIS is expected to deliver a number of benefits to the tax agency based on
its level of maturity. Some of the key benefits to various stakeholder groups from implementation
of Tax MIS are presented below.

Enhanced perception of overall tax administration performance
Enabling taxpayers to perform self-service tax functions when they wish to, and
reaching out to taxpayers with regularly refreshed information and alerts on tax matters,
compliances, and liabilities, is likely to enhance their perception of the tax agency as
being responsive to their needs. Many studies have revealed that economic growth and
tax revenues have seen increased growth through the implementation of simplified and
convenient self-services based on electronic filing and payment systems.

Conversion of a number of business processes into online self-service
processes with lower costs of compliance
Through an effective online and electronic filing solution, a number of business processes
can be redesigned to enable them to be performed directly by taxpayers and/or agents
instead of by agency staff. The benefits of this include enabling staff to be able to perform
more valuable activities in the service of the tax agency and taxpayers.

Faster processing of information
A well-planned system supports the processing of returns and payment data more quickly
as they will be received electronically and this reduces the time, cost, and administrative
burden on taxpayers and the tax agency concerned.

Improvements in the quality of taxpayer information and minimization of
errors in returns and other transactions
The accuracy of information submitted is likely to improve as taxpayers can fill out the
applicable forms online. The enforcement of input, processing, validation, and output
controls will significantly reduce the scope for errors in information capture and
processing.

More efficient communications between taxpayers and agency staff
Once Tax MIS is made available on a portal, the tax agency will be able to publish
information (in a controlled environment), such as applicable taxes and changes in tax
rates, and distribute it quickly to taxpayers, including specific “user types” (e.g., tax
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agents only). It will support the generation of automatic alerts to taxpayers and tax
agency officers on compliance requirements, thereby supporting improvement in overall
tax compliance.

Improved tax revenue and compliance
Implementation of Tax MIS is also envisaged to support the tax agency in effectively
monitoring and tracking the compliance levels of taxpayers with respect to various
statutory requirements. Integration of Tax MIS with existing information systems
at other government agencies is expected to provide a more comprehensive view of
taxpayer information, thus enhancing the capacity of the tax agency in accurately and
timely monitoring the compliance and assessment of tax liabilities of taxpayers.

Reduced processing costs
The costs and efforts associated with tax agency staff processing tax information (e.g.,
converting tax returns into electronic formats and processing requests to change an
address) are likely to eventually be reduced as a number of these activities can be directly
performed by individual taxpayers through interactive service delivery channels.

3.3.

Tax MIS Conceptual Model

Tax MIS will not only address the tax administration requirements of the respective tax agency
but also the tax compliance requirements of taxpayers throughout the agency’s value chain. Some
of the key functions of the tax agency will become ICT-enabled with the implementation of Tax
MIS, including the registration of taxpayers, filing of returns, and payment of taxes, among others.
A conceptual model of a typical Tax MIS is presented below which captures various aspects of Tax
MIS such as users, service delivery channels, services offered, functional modules, and interfaces
with other external ICT systems.
Figure 3: Demystifying Tax MIS

Figure 4: Tax MIS Concept Model
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The conceptual model identifies different integral component of any typical Tax MIS such as
the users, service delivery channels, types of services, and functionalities to be supported. This
section discusses briefly each of these components to provide an overview of the conceptual
model of a Tax MIS.

3.4.

Tax MIS Users

Table 10 presents an overview of the various categories of users of a Tax MIS.
Table 10: Tax MIS Users (illustrative)
Category

Description

Taxpayers

Taxpayers are envisaged to be the key users and beneficiaries of a Tax MIS. The system scope
and design shall focus on the needs of taxpayers in improving the quality and effectiveness of
service delivery. Taxpayers will have the facility to transact with the tax agency through multiple
service delivery channels. The system will provide significant support in delivering self-services
to taxpayers, thereby requiring minimal interaction between taxpayers and tax agency.

Tax
professionals
and statutory
auditors

Tax professionals can make use of the tax portal, as part of a Tax MIS, to transact with
the tax agency on behalf of their customers. Taxpayers can nominate, via the tax portal,
registered tax professionals to perform transactions and represent them with the tax
agency. Such nominated tax professionals, on behalf of their clients (taxpayers), can
perform transactions such as filing returns, filing appeals, and providing clarifications to
the queries of the tax agency.

Tax agency
staff

Apart from taxpayers, the other biggest beneficiary of a Tax MIS is the tax agency itself.
The system will significantly reduce the administrative burden on agency staff through the
conversion of present services into self-services.

Banks

Banks are one of the critical external stakeholders responsible for collecting taxes on
behalf of the tax authority. They are also responsible for managing and maintaining the
accounts of the tax authority and will thus benefit from a simplified and streamlined tax
administration process.

3.5.

Service Delivery Channels6

One of the key objectives behind ICT-based tax administration transformation is to improve the
operational convenience for taxpayers by delivering services through different channels and enabling
them to address their compliance requirements. The delivery channels planned and implemented
under a Tax MIS will go a long way in improving operational convenience. In particular, a Tax MIS
should provide for delivery channels while catering to the requirements of all categories of taxpayers
with and without access to computers, the internet, and mobile phone services. An indicative list of
the service delivery channels that should be considered by any tax agency for implementation is
presented in Table 11.

6

A. Rabaiah and E. Vandijck. 2009. A Strategic Framework of e-Government: Generic and Best Practice. Electronic Journal of
e-Government. 7 (3). pp. 241–258.
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Table 11: Service Delivery Channels for Tax MIS
Delivery
Channel

Brief Description

Tax Agency
Portal

A tax agency portal is the key service delivery channel to support the tax agency in the
conversion of its services into self-services, which can be performed by taxpayers without
visiting the offices of the tax agency. The portal will be an interactive channel and play
a crucial role in providing information and transaction services to taxpayers and tax
professionals. However, the uptake of online services through the tax portal may be limited
to firms, banks, and high net-worth individual taxpayers to begin with, and the adoption of
the same services among other category of taxpayers could be low. This could be due to the
unavailability of personal computers and a lack of access to the internet, apart from the skill
set needed for conducting online services.

Counters at
Tax Agency

Taxpayers without access to computers and/or the internet will continue to visit the offices
of the tax agency to perform tax-related transactions. However, the system will provide
an interface to officers and staff at the tax agency to facilitate the capture of manual
applications and documents submitted by taxpayers into the system and for processing the
applications and documents by assessors and tax officers. Tax MIS shall enable agency staff
at the department counters to use the system for delivering the services of the tax agency.

Mobile
Interface

Tax MIS will also provide a mobile interface for taxpayers to access the tax agency tax portal
via mobile devices and to perform a limited number of information and transaction services
through mobile devices.

Call Center

The call center delivery channel under Tax MIS will enable taxpayers to seek necessary
clarifications on the transaction services of the tax agency. A toll-free number will be
implemented to provide information services to taxpayers in multiple languages.

E-Mail
Support

E-mail support will enable taxpayers to seek clarification or guidance on Tax MIS application
and services, and shall facilitate the reporting of errors or log-in issues related to the system’s
use.

Taxpayer
Facilitation
Center
(TFC)

The tax agency may consider the establishment of Taxpayer Facilitation Centers (TFCs) to
support those taxpayers not having internet or PC access to file their returns and perform
other electronic transactions. TFCs are similar to the tax agency office counters that support
taxpayers in performing compliance activities and transactions. The role of TFCs will be
limited to capturing manual application forms and documents submitted by taxpayers into
Tax MIS, through data entry and scanning, and providing acknowledgement to taxpayers for
submission of these applications. The applications and documents captured at TFCs will
be made available to the concerned officers and staff of the tax agency for processing and
decision-making.
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3.6.

Functionalities and Features of Tax MIS

Table 12 provides an overview of the functional areas which should be typically covered in the Tax
MIS. However, some of the functionalities may or may not be relevant for a particular category of
tax agency.
Table 12: Functional Coverage of Tax MIS (typical)
Functional
Area

Description

Registration
of taxpayers

The registration of taxpayers will facilitate online and assisted (for taxpayers visiting
the offices) registrations, the allocation of registration numbers, and registration under
applicable tax categories, among other functions. Taxpayer registration will ensure the
unique identification of individual taxpayers and provide an integrated view of taxpayers,
including tax liabilities and payments across various tax categories.

Selfassessment
of tax

Self-assessment of tax will facilitate taxpayers in using online services to compute the
accurate amount to be paid to the tax agency based on liable revenues. This will assist
taxpayers in the accurate assessment of tax and help in minimizing errors in filing returns
and tax payments, which in turn reduces the burden on both taxpayers and the tax agency in
processing refunds and assessment notices arising from errors in tax computations and the
filing of returns.

Electronic
filing of
returns

Electronic filing of returns will facilitate taxpayers to prepare and file the returns, for all
the applicable taxes, electronically and to submit returns online. Taxpayers can reuse the
information related to the taxpayer already recorded in Tax MIS, through various other
sources for filing returns, which minimizes the effort of taxpayers and increases the scope of
monitoring and compliance for the tax agency. The proposed system will support taxpayers
in the auto-compilation of significant portion of return forms based on information captured
through other transactions; that is, taxes paid under various categories will be summed up
by the system and will be reflected in the online returns filed by taxpayers. Similarly, for an
individual taxpayer, the tax deducted and paid by the employer is automatically reflected in
the return forms for employees, thereby making it easier and faster for taxpayers to prepare
and file returns.

Electronic
payment of
taxes

Electronic payment of taxes will facilitate the recording of the details of payments made
at banks or through the portal, thereby avoiding the requirement for submission of a pay
slip. This also supports an internet payment facility along with interbanking transfers (e.g.,
electronic fund transfers) for the purpose of payment of taxes. This will enable the tax
agency to track all payments related to taxpayers across all tax categories, and will facilitate
the tax agency in receiving tax receipt data electronically from the banks, processing the
information, and crediting taxpayer records based on payments made at the bank.

Assessment
of tax
liabilities

Assessment of tax liabilities will facilitate the tax agency in the auto-generation of assessment
notices for defaulted taxpayers and for the deviations between data provided by taxpayers in
the return forms and tax receipt data from banks, and subsequently to track payments from
taxpayers in response to assessment notices. This also facilitates the tax agency in utilizing
information from other sources to assess the liable taxes for taxpayers.

Appeals
management

Appeals management will facilitate taxpayers to file appeals against assessment notices
through the portal and to track the status and outcome of appeals. It will also facilitate the
tax agency in tracking the appeals received from taxpayers and processing and recording the
outcome of these appeals with alerts to the taxpayers on the outcome.

Collections
management

Collections management will facilitate the tax agency in tracking defaulted taxpayers to
provide electronic alerts and notices for making payments, which will support the tax agency
in initiating and recording the recovery actions against defaulted taxpayers through necessary
integration with external agencies.
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Table 12: Functional Coverage of Tax MIS—continued

Functional
Area

Description

Processing
refunds

Processing refunds will facilitate the tax agency in proactive identification and processing of
refunds resulting from excess tax payments (based on comparison of returns and payments
data). It also supports taxpayers in the online filing of refund requests to the tax agency and
in the electronic transfer of the refunded tax amount to the bank accounts of respective
taxpayers through necessary integration with the payment gateway’s of the banks holding
the tax agency’s accounts.

Issuing
clearance
certificates

Issuing clearance certificates will facilitate taxpayers in the auto-generation of tax payment
statements (based on the history recorded for the taxpayer in the system) to file requests for
clearance certificates and enable the tax agency in validating the tax liabilities and payment
history of taxpayers, and in issuing the necessary tax clearance certificates.

Cancellation
of taxpayer
registration

Cancellation of taxpayer registration will facilitate firms and taxpayers exiting from the
taxpayer base to cancel their registration with the tax agency.

General
ledger

A general ledger will help tax agency staff in recording and maintaining revenue accounting
information. This will also help staff in retrieving revenue accounting information and
reconciling this data with bank accounts.

Accounting
and reporting

Accounting and MIS reporting will facilitate stakeholders and tax agencies in generating
comprehensive reports based on the transactions carried out in the system. The reporting
capabilities will include both standard reports and dynamic report-generation capabilities
(based on the varying needs of the stakeholders).

Auditing

Auditing will facilitate the internal and external audit departments in performing a
comprehensive review of taxpayer records and tax assessments, and collections performed
by the tax agency. The system will also support audit departments in raising audit queries on
the tax files, the allocation of audit queries to respective tax units, and the tracking of tax unit
responses to such queries.

3.7.

Services and Functions of Tax MIS

Services offered by tax agencies are basically a combination of information and transaction
services, which when put together complete the tax administration lifecycle. A tax agency’s
service delivery lifecycle can be broken down further into information and transaction services
defined as
(i) Information services. Information provided by the tax agency to taxpayers and other
stakeholders forms the core of this category of services.
(ii) Transaction services. The services under this category include processing applications
by the tax agency such as the filing of returns and payment of taxes as relevant.
An overview of the services typically offered by the tax agency under each category is discussed
below.

3.7.1.

Information Services

Information services refer to delivering information to taxpayers related to the services and
functions of the tax agency, and the compliance requirements of the taxpayers, in a convenient
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and easily accessible manner. Information services will be delivered to taxpayers through service
delivery channels such as a portal, mobile portal, or helpdesk (or call center), and through
counters at the tax agency’s offices. The key objective of Tax MIS is to migrate taxpayers to a
completely online environment for obtaining information required from the tax agency. Typically,
information services provided online include two categories of services: (i) general information
on the tax agency; and (ii) specific information services for categories of online users (e.g.,
individuals, corporate, and tax consultants). The information services under the second category
shall be customized based on the specific needs of the respective category of taxpayers. The
following is an illustrative list of information services proposed to be delivered through Tax MIS
in different languages, including local languages:
(i)

overview of the tax agency;

(ii)

vision, objectives, and mandate;

(iii)

relevant acts and regulations related to tax administration;

(iv)

functions and services delivered by the tax agency to various categories of taxpayers;

(v)

categorization of information and transaction services based on the taxpayer (e.g.,
corporates, firms, individuals, foreign companies and individuals, existing and new
taxpayers), and the tax type to be able to present the specific content based on taxpayer
category and type.

(vi)

information services shall be presented to taxpayers based on the lifecycle approach:
registration, filing of returns, payment of taxes, and appeals;

(vii)

electronic forms for documents related to the services of the tax agency;

(viii)

guidelines for performing transactions with the tax agency throughout the entire
lifecycle from registration of taxpayer to closing the tax file;

(ix)

processes and procedures for tax agency functions and services;

(x)

taxes administered by the tax agency (e.g., applicability and rates);

(xi)

tax exemptions and credits provided by the tax agency, for each tax category, and their
applicability;

(xii)

application forms in electronic format related to various services;

(xiii)

tax calendar;

(xiv)

alerts on changes in tax rules and rates;

(xv)

alerts on timelines and deadlines for the filing of returns and payment of taxes

(xvi)

online help and guides for performing electronic transactions;
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(xvii) list of registered tax agents;
(xviii) performance reports, circulars, and other publications issued by the tax agency;
(xix)

contact information of the tax agency for various functions, services, and transactions;

(xx)

form for capturing feedback from taxpayers;

(xxi)

frequently asked questions (FAQ) for each taxpayer category;

(xxii) public opinion polls and the facility to analyze results; and
(xxiii) useful links to other government websites.

3.7.2. Transaction Services
Transaction services refer to the information exchange between taxpayers and the tax agency for
complying with the requirements as per the relevant act and regulations. Table 13 presents the key
functional areas of Tax MIS and associated transaction services.
Table 13: List of Transaction Services for Tax MIS
Functional
Area
Registration of
taxpayers

Related Transactions Services
• Registering taxpayers under each tax category and issuing registration certificates
• Issuing registration confirmation letters for registration under applicable taxes
• Issuing copies of registration number certificates
• Issuing temporary registration certificates
• Issuing copies of tax registration certificates
• Issuing registration forms to nonregistered taxpayers (nonvoluntary)
• Issuing penalty notices for taxpayers (nonvoluntary) not responding to registration
forms issued by the tax unit
• Online facility for citizens to report unregistered taxpayers
• Online facility for incorporating changes to taxpayer details (e.g., change in address,
change in name of business)
• Nomination of authorized tax consultant by the taxpayer
• Nomination of statutory auditor by the taxpayer

Self-assessment
of tax

Online tools for self-assessment of tax by taxpayers based on existing information
(e.g., category of taxpayer, type of business, tax credits, tax exemptions)
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Table 13: List of Transaction Services for Tax MIS—continued

Functional
Area
Electronic filing
of returns

Related Transactions Services
• Automated alerts, through mobile phone and e-mail, for filing returns in the tax
categories as registered by the taxpayers
• Tools for self-assessment of tax and generation of return forms from the selfassessed tax
• Online forms for preparation and submission of returns along with supporting
documents (e.g., statement of accounts)
• Issuing electronic acknowledgement letter for submission of returns
• Processing and validation of return forms
• Issuing rejection notices for invalid and erroneous returns
• Issuing electronic notices for delays in filing of returns
• Online facility for taxpayers to respond to notices along with reasons for delay and
the nonsubmission of returns
• Computation of delays for filing of returns and issuing electronic penalty notices

Electronic
• Online facility for printing payslips
payment of taxes
• Electronic payment of taxes through internet payments and bank transfers
• Electronic payment of penalties for delays in filing of returns and payment of taxes
• Online submission of tax receipt data to the tax agency
• Data extraction from bank-related ICT systems
• Auto-update of taxpayer records with tax receipts and dishonored cheques from
bank
• Auto-generation of reminder and default notices for nonpayment of taxes and other
notifications to taxpayers
• Auto-computation of penalties for delays in payment of taxes, and generation and
issuance of penalty notices
• Auto-generation of notice to taxpayers on dishonored cheques
• Tracking of payments by taxpayers in case of dishonored cheques
Assessment of
tax liabilities

• Auto-generation of assessment notices for discrepancies in tax returns and
payments data
• Auto-generation of assessment notices for nonpayment of taxes
• Preparation of estimated assessment notice for defaulted taxpayers
• Issuing assessment notices to taxpayers (through intimations and e-mails)
• E-mail and mobile alerts to taxpayers on assessment notices
• Online facility for preparation of assessments, and additional and amended
assessment notices
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Table 13: List of Transaction Services for Tax MIS—continued

Functional
Area
Objections
and appeals
management

Related Transactions Services
• Online facility for submission of appeal
• Provide acknowledgement to the taxpayer for receipt of appeal
• Alerts to tax officers on receipt of appeals
• Recording the details of processing and settlement of appeals, including maintaining
case history for appeal
• Generation of rejection notices and intimations to taxpayers for rejected appeals
• Online calendar and scheduler for interview to discuss appeal with the taxpayer
• Alerts (mobile and e-mail) to taxpayers on scheduled interviews

Collections
management

• Generation of notice of default to taxpayers who have not responded to the
assessment notices
• Alerts (mobile and e-mail) to taxpayers on the notice of default raised by the tax agency
• Online submission of objection letters along with a facility to record the manual
objections received by the tax agency
• Issuing acknowledgement letter for the objections received by the tax agency
• Issuing rejection notices for rejected objections
• Amendment of assessments based on validation and processing of objections
• Issuing amended assessment notices
• Intimations and alerts to the collections unit for recovery of taxes
• Generation of discharge notices if assessed tax is cancelled or reduced
• Issuing discharge notice to taxpayer and collections unit
• Recording the details of tax amounts recovered by the collections unit and updating
taxpayer records
• Issuing notice of recovery of tax out of debts
• Issuing notice for seizure of property
• Recording and tracking court cases related to tax recovery

Processing
refunds

• Online submission of refund request by the taxpayer (or facility) to record manual
refund applications submitted to the tax agency
• Issuing acknowledgement for a refund request
• Intimation to taxpayer for any supporting documents needed for processing a refund
• Generation of refund assessment notices for excess tax payments made by
taxpayers
• Processing of refund requests
• Issuing rejection notices for rejected refund requests with reasons for rejection
• Preparation of refund assessment notices by the assessors
• Electronic fund transfer for approved refund requests
• Update of taxpayer records with refunded tax details
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Table 13: List of Transaction Services for Tax MIS—continued

Functional
Area

Related Transactions Services

Issuing clearance • Generation of statement of taxes paid by taxpayers
certificates
• Submission of application for tax clearance certificate
• Validation of tax liabilities and generation of tax clearance certificates
• Issuing tax clearance certificates to taxpayers
• Information to taxpayers of rejected applications for clearance certificates
Cancellation
of taxpayer
registration

• Submission of request for cancellation of tax account
• Activation and deactivation of tax file
• Cancellation of taxpayer registration
• Issuing taxpayer registration confirmation letter

Accounting and
reporting

MIS reporting for various tax (and other supporting) units within and outside the tax
agency, including both standard report formats used by the tax agency and a dynamic
reporting tool to facilitate the generation of customized reports based on their day-today reporting needs.

Auditing

• Preparation of audit queries on the tax files and associated records
• Allocation of audit queries to tax unit, assessors, and tax officers
• Tracking the responses of tax units for audit queries
• Preparation of responses to audit queries by the tax units

3.7.3. Customer Relationship Management
Customer relationship management (CRM) envisages delivering the right experience at the right
time through the right channel. The primary role of CRM will be to provide contact management
services through different service delivery channels, primarily over the phone. It can also
support the work of the tax agency in other ways such as service request management and public
information campaigns about initiatives of the tax agency.

3.7.4. MIS and Reporting
This tool will help the tax agency in using data effectively and intelligently in generating different
useful analytical results such as a list of regular defaulters and an analytical report on payment
trends and cycles, which can help them in taking proactive steps not only to improve service
delivery but also significantly boost revenue collection. For example, based on payment trends,
the tax agency may further strengthen the staff at its call center and TFCs to meet increased
demand during a certain period of the year.

3.7.5. Workflow Management
Workflow management is the integral component of Tax MIS that not only facilitates workflow
but also supports other functions such as document and content management. Some of the
features of the workflow management tool are given below.
•

Workflow engine supports enterprise-wide work management at the operational level,
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including creating activities, assigning work, reporting, escalation, and administration
of workflow.
•

Document management provides the ability to store and retrieve electronic versions of
documents and manage the retention and destruction of electronic records in accordance
with legislative requirements.

•

Content management is the enterprise functionality for initiating, approving, storing,
maintaining, and publishing approved content for informational, transactional,
interpretative, and correspondence products, including marketing and education
materials.

3.7.6. Interfacing with Other ICT Systems
A Tax MIS should integrate with other ICT systems being used by other entities, such as banks
and the finance ministry, which will help it derive the maximum benefit from the system’s
implementation. For example, integration with a bank’s ICT system will help the tax agency in
evaluating the real-time performance of tax collection.

3.8.

Other Key Considerations

The following are other key elements to be taken into consideration for design and implementation
of Tax MIS.
•

Privacy. The efficiency and effectiveness of tax administration is heavily dependent on
the availability of taxpayer data in a timely, complete, and accurate manner. While Tax
MIS provides great flexibility in gathering and exchanging relevant data for taxpayers,
the system design shall addres the privacy and security risks surrounding taxpayer data
adequately. Compromised system and data security can have a negative impact on the
confidence of taxpayers and tax officials on the reliability of functions and services being
handled through the system. The design of Tax MIS shall include adequate security
controls to protect taxpayer data from unauthorized access and changes.

•

Implementation approach. Implementation of an integrated Tax MIS catering to the
needs of all stakeholders and tax types can be a time-consuming initiative spanning a
period of 2–5 years, depending upon various factors such as the number of taxes and
size of the tax agency (e.g., number of staff, geographical distribution). Implementation
of Tax MIS can be undertaken in a phased manner to ensure that the scope and scale of
system implementation are managed effectively, and the services of the tax authority are
not disrupted due to any unforeseen issues arising during system implementation. The
implementation approach can consider aspects such as the phasing of taxes by taxpayer
category. For example, the large taxpayer unit would be covered first considering the
limited number of taxpayers in this category. Geography and the location of the offices
of the tax agency should also be taken into account. Once the system is successfully
implemented and stabilized, the approach for system rollout can be fine-tuned based on
lessons learned during the pilot phase.
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4. Diagnostic Assessment of ICT
Status

A

systematic diagnosis of the existing ICT system for tax administration is a prerequisite
to developing a successful strategy for the proposed Tax MIS reform. Various external
and internal factors should be analyzed to uncover the issues in the current Tax MIS. The
diagnostic assessment will enable the tax agency to undertake a step-by-step analysis of the various
internal and external factors to identify the gaps in the current Tax MIS. This section presents a
diagnostic framework to evaluate the coverage of the current system, stakeholders involved, key
functions and services, service levels, and key performance indicators (KPIs), and assess their
readiness for the ICT-based transformation of the tax administration system. This diagnostic
assessment will help them in evaluating the current environment and identifying their reform
priorities. Figure 5 presents a step-by-step guide to undertake the diagnostic assessment of the
current Tax MIS.

External
environmental
factors

Internal
environmental
factors

Figure 5: Step-by-Step Guide for Diagnostic Assessment of Current Tax MIS
1

Identify the taxes
being administered

2

3

Identify the users
of tax MIS system

4

Assess functional
coverage of
current IT system

Assess and
benchmark current
service levels

5

Statistical analysis
of transaction data

6a

6b

Assess enabling
legal environment

Assess data
exchange and
other IT
infrastructure

Step 1. Identify the taxes currently being administered
The first step in the diagnostic assessment is to identify the taxes that are currently being
administered by the tax agency concerned. It has been observed that the majority of tax agencies
around the world are unaware of the different taxes that they are obligated to collect for a variety
of reasons including a comparatively small taxpayer base, low revenue contributions, and lack
of clarity in the legal framework. This step in the diagnostic assessment will help the relevant
authorities in identifying all possible tax sources and enable them to understand the overall scope
of automation. An illustrative list of taxes that may be applicable for a tax agency is indicated
in Table 14. This list of taxes should be updated by tax agencies based on their individual
circumstances.
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Table 14: List of Taxes Administered (illustrative)
Name of Tax

Brief Description

1. Income tax

Tax imposed on the income of individuals, nonresidents, societies,
and trusts

2. Corporate tax

Tax imposed on business organizations on the income from their
transactions within the country or worldwide

3. Customs duty

Tax or duty levied on goods imported into and exported out of the
country

4. Excise duty

Tax levied on goods manufactured in the country

5. Sales tax

Tax payable on the sale or purchase of a particular commodity within
the country

6. Value-added
tax (VAT)

Consumption tax included in the sale price of goods (domestic and
imported) and services imposed at every stage of the transaction

Applicable

7. Other taxes as
applicable

Step 2: Identify the users of Tax MIS
Any tax system in the world primarily involves four key internal stakeholders—the tax agency,
taxpayers, tax practitioners, and oversight agencies such as the finance ministry—and other external
stakeholders such as banks and company registrars. However, the list of stakeholders involved in
tax administration will vary from country to country and will largely depend upon the regulatory
framework applicable in each country. Therefore, it is important that the list of key stakeholders
should be identified along with their overall functions and responsibilities in the tax administration
lifecycle. Table 15 provides an illustrative list of stakeholders and their functions. It is recommended
that the list should be updated by the tax agency based on the local environment.
Table 15: Stakeholders and Their Functions in Tax Administration (illustrative)
Stakeholder

Functions

Key internal stakeholders
Tax agency

• Provide information services related to different tax administration activities such as
tax alerts and tax exemption limits
• Registration of taxpayers
• Assessment of tax liabilities
• Filing and collection of applicable taxes, duties, and charges
• Management of appeals
• Identification and processing of refunds in case of excess payment
• Issuing tax clearance certificates
• Accounting, auditing, and MIS reporting
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Table 15: Stakeholders and Their Functions in Tax Administration—continued

Stakeholder

Functions

Key internal stakeholders
Taxpayers
• Registration with tax agencies
(e.g., individual,
large, corporate) • Assessment of tax liabilities and filing of returns with tax agencies
• Payment of taxes
• Appeals against issues related to tax administration
• Application for refunds
Tax
professionals

• Facilitate compliance with the tax rules and resolutions on behalf of taxpayers
(similar role as that of taxpaer)

Finance ministry • Oversight agency for revenue and tax administration agencies
or revenue
• Formulate countrywide fiscal and tax policies
department
• Planning and preparing projections for revenue targets for a given year
• Overall supervision of the collection and administration of taxes
• Coordination support to tax agencies (e.g., internal revenue, customs) with other
government agencies

Other stakeholders
Banks

• Collect taxes on behalf of tax authority
• Manage and maintain the account of the tax authority

Other agencies

• Company registrar registering companies operating in the country and provide
information about their earnings and profits
• Board of Investment (BoI) providing information on taxpayers liaising with the BoI,
including exemptions provided
• Financial institutions and stock exchanges providing information to tax agencies on
financial transactions carried out by taxpayers
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Step 3: Asses the current Tax MIS functional and service coverage
and the level of automation
An important parameter to assess the readiness of the tax agency in adopting Tax MIS is to assess
the functional coverage in the existing system and the current level of automation. If the functional
coverage in the existing Tax MIS is high, then the tax agency will be better prepared to adopt a
more sophisticated system. Further, the current level of automation will help in assessing the
readiness for migrating from one level to another. Primarily, there can be four levels of automation
for the functions and services to be delivered under a Tax MIS:7
•

Level 1. The functions and services in the tax administration lifecycle have not been
automated.

•

Level 2. A preliminary level of automation is in place where the primary focus is
digitizing the data after the completion of the transaction. The overall objective is to
create the electronic database for generating useful MIS reports.

•

Level 3. This level primarily focuses on automating the transactions internally with no or
minimal interface with taxpayers. Only the staff of the tax agency have access to the system.

•

Level 4. An advanced level of automation where services and functions related to tax
administration are automated with minimal interaction with the taxpayers. There are
also provisions for exchanging data with other external stakeholders such as banks.

In this step of the diagnostic assessment, the tax agency should assess the current service coverage
and the level of automation in the local context. An illustrative matrix indicating the coverage of
the functions and services for selected taxes is given in Table 16, which should be updated by
individual tax agencies based as applicable in their context. Further, each of the taxes has been
provided a readiness level score based on the overall score, which is dependent on the level of
automation of different functions and services.

7

Forum on Tax Administration: Taxpayer Services Sub-Group. 2011. Tax Administration in OECD and Selected Non-OECD
Countries. Comparative Information Series (2010). Paris: OECD.
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Table 16: List of Automated Functions and Services (illustrative)
Key Issues

Level of Automation
Income Corporate Custom Execise
Tax
Tax
Duty
Duty

Sales
Tax

VAT

Information services such as processes,
tax calendar, application forms, acts, and
tax exemption limits

4

4

4

4

4

4

Online application for TIN registration

4

4

4

4

2

4

Processing of registration application and
issuance of certificates

4

4

4

4

2

4

Self-assessment of tax liability by
taxpayers and generation of returns

4

4

4

4

2

4

Electronic filing of returns

4

4

4

4

2

4

Payment of taxes at bank

4

4

4

4

2

4

Electronic payment of taxes

3

3

3

3

2

3

Auto-generation of reminders and
assessment notices for nonpayment and
erroneous payment

3

3

3

3

2

3

Preparation and issuance of assessment
notices to defaulters

4

4

4

4

2

4

Electronic submission of appeals,
including tracking and processing

4

4

4

4

2

4

Electronic management of collection
processes such as issuing alerts and
notices for seizure

2

2

2

2

2

2

Online submission of refund request

2

2

2

2

2

2

Processing of refund request

1

1

1

1

1

1

Online submission of application for tax
clearance certificate

4

4

4

4

2

4

Processing of tax clearance certificate
request

2

2

2

2

2

2

Processing of taxpayer registration
cancellation

2

2

2

2

2

2

Automated generation of accounting and
MIS reports

4

4

4

4

2

4

Allocation, tracking, and preparation of
response to audit queries

4

4

4

4

2

4

Total Score

59

59

59

59

37

59

High

High

High

High

Overall Tax MIS Maturity Level
Note: Low: 0–23, medium: 24–47, high: 48 or more.

Medium High
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Step 4: Assess and benchmark current service levels and KPIs8
Benchmarking the current service levels and KPIs will not only help in assessing the performance
of the existing Tax MIS, but will also provide indicators against which future performance can be
measured. The idea is that the tax agency should systematically identify and measure their own
performance against leaders in the field or international benchmarks. This step in the diagnostic
assessment is important as this will help them in understanding their comparative performance
and motivate them to identify if there is any need for process improvement. If the KPIs for different
functions and services are performing poorly against international benchmarks, this implies that
there is scope for business process reengineering to improve the service levels. An illustrative
list of functions and services for selected taxes along with their KPIs against their international
benchmark is indicated in Table 17, which is for illustrative purposes only and should be updated
based on the specific requirements of the tax agency concerned.
Table 17: Benchmarking of Service Levels and KPIs
Function or Service

International Income Corporate Custom Execise
Benchmark
Tax
Tax
Duty
Duty

Sales
Tax

VAT

What is the average
time required to register
taxpayers and issue tax
identification number?

7 days

30 days

45 days

45 days

45 days

45 days

30 days

What is the average time
required to prepare tax
return and pay taxes?

10 days
(for major taxes
only)

2 days

20 days

30 days

20 days

20 days

20 days

What is the average
number of days required
to process tax return and
identify invalid, erroneous,
and underpaid returns?

15 days

120 days

90 days

30 days

30 days

30 days

30 days

What is the average
number of days required to
identify, assess, and issue
notices to defaulters?

15 days

120 days

90 days

30 days

30 days

30 days

30 days

What is the average
duration required to
resolve an appeal?

30 days

180 days

240 days

180 days

180 days

180 days

180
days

What is the average number
of days required to process
refunds?

25 days

90 days

120 days

90 days

90 days

90 days

90 days

What is the average time
required to issue VAT
registration certificates for
importers and exporters?

2 days

NA

NA

7 days

NA

NA

NA

How many agencies or
offices are involved in the
issuance of tax clearance
certificates?

1

NA

2

2

3

3

2

Poor

Poor

Poor

Overall Service Level
Rating
8

Service Level or KPI

Not applicable

Poor

Poor

Poor

W. Crandall. 2010. Revenue Administration: Performance Measurement in Tax Administration. Washington, DC: International
Monetary Fund (IMF).
United States Agency for International Development (USAID). 2010. Jordan Fiscal Reform Project II—Benchmarking the
Tax System in Jordan. Amman: USAID.
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Step 5: Analyse transaction volume and current service delivery
assessment
The overall objective behind the implementation of Tax MIS can be very different depending
upon the priorities of the relevant tax agency. For example, the focus of a tax agency having
poor revenue collection efficiency will be very different from a tax agency having a significant
lower staff-to-taxpayer ratio. In the first example, the objective of the tax agency would be to
maximize collection efficiency, while in the second example the objective would be to minimize
the administrative burden by migrating functions and services to self-service platforms such as a
portal. The statistical analysis of the transaction data for different taxes can help the tax agency
in prioritizing different functions and services based on the overall automation objective. Tax
authorities may gather information about different taxes collected by them and assess transaction
volume, revenue contributions, and large taxpayer unit contributions, among other data. Figure
6 provides an illustrative analysis of the different characteristics of taxes in a sample jurisdiction.

Figure 6: Taxpayer versus Revenue Contribution Distribution

The taxpayer versus revenue contribution analysis shows some interesting results that can be
very useful when preparing the implementation plan for Tax MIS. Some of the salient features
from this analysis include the following:
•

more than 70% of the revenue is contributed by three taxes: corporate, excise duty, and VAT;

•

more than 70% of the revenue is contributed by less than 29% of all taxpayers; and

•

more than 70% of taxpayers are contributing only 50% of the total revenue through income
taxes, VAT, and sales and service taxes.

This illustrative analysis shows that collection efficiency could be significantly increased if the
primary focus is on those three taxes that comprise the bulk of revenue (corporate, excise duty,
and VAT). Furthermore, the administrative burden on the sample tax agency could be significantly
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reduced if the maximum number of taxpayers were covered under income taxes, VAT, and sales
and service taxes.
Similarly, other analysis can be carried out such as identifying large taxpayers and their revenue
contributions, which can be the focus area for Tax MIS to improve collection efficiency. Table 18
provides an indicative list of other service delivery attributes that should be assessed and can be
used when formulating the implementation roadmap for Tax MIS.
Table 18: Statistical Analysis of Transaction Data
International Benchmark
(ideal scenario)

Current
Status

1. Total number of registration applications received online
(% of total registered taxpayers)

100%

0%

2. Number of filings made online (% of total transactions)

>90%

45%

3. Number of tax payments made at banks (% of total
transactions)

30%

60%

4. Number of tax payments made online (% of total
transactions)

60%

30%

5. Total number of appeals submitted online (% of total
appeals)

50%

0%

6. Total number of tax filings made online by large taxpayer
units (% of total large taxpayers)

100%

60%

7. Number of taxes that comprise 75% of total receipts

4

4

8. Percentage of taxpayers that pay 75% of total receipts
(i.e., large taxpayer)

5%

7%

Overall Analysis Result

NA

Average

Diagnostic Questionnaire
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Step 6: Assess other enabling factors9
An important aspect of Tax MIS or any ICT transformation project that remains largely neglected
is the other enabling external factors which can play a crucial role in the successful implementation
of the system. Some of the enabling factors that should be considered when assessing the current
status of any Tax MIS in place are indicated in Table 19. The relevant tax authorities should update
these factors and the diagnostic questionnaire based on the local environment as the information
provided below may not be comprehensive in nature.
Table 19: Assessment of Other Enabling Factors (indicative)
Ideal
Scenario

Current
Status

1. Does the current legislative framework provide legal validity for electronic
commerce, electronic filing, and electronic data storage through an Electronic
Transaction Act or e-Commerce Act?

Yes

Yes

2. Does the legal framework provide for the sharing of information between different
agencies involved in tax administration such as banks and stock exchanges?

Yes

No

3. Do policies exist for defining the data architecture, application architecture, and
data exchange standards for the ICT system?

Yes

No

4. Is information exchanged between the finance ministry and tax authorities?

Yes

Yes

5. Is information exchanged between banks and tax authorities?

Yes

Yes

6. Is information exchanged with the ICT systems of other entities such as banks via
an integrated financial management system (IFMIS)?

Yes

No

7. Does a government wide area network (WAN) exist for connecting all the offices of
the tax agency?

Yes

No

8. Are all of the tax agency’s offices connected through the WAN?

Yes

No

9. Do all offices have internet connectivity?

Yes

No

10. Do government data centers exist where Tax MIS is (or can be) hosted?

Yes

No

11. Is the headquarters of the tax agency connected to the field offices?

Yes

No

Diagnostic Questionnaire
Enabling legal environment

Information exchange between agencies

Current ICT infrastructure assessment

9

Government of Italy, Ministry of Innovation and Technologies; and United Nations, Department of Economic and Social
Affairs. 2002. Plan of Action e-Government for Development. Rome.

5. From Diagnostic Assessment
to Prioritization of Taxes and
Services

T

he diagnostic assessment can help identify the gaps in the current Tax MIS and other
enabling external factors. The outputs from the diagnostic assessment should be used to
prepare an implementation plan specific to the tax agency that will be largely based on
its priorities and objectives. Before embarking upon preparation of the implementation plan, it
is important to understand that a “big bang” approach toward implementation of Tax MIS may
not yield the desired results most of the time. Therefore, it is important that the functions and
services related to tax administration should be prioritized based on the strategic objectives of the
tax agency for automation in a phased manner. This section summarizes the diagnostic assessment
result and discusses the strategic objectives behind Tax MIS implementation from a tax agency’s
perspective, the prioritization framework to be used for evaluating taxes, and the related functions
and services.

5.1 Summarizing Diagnostic Assessment Results
The next important activity is to summarize the diagnostic results from the previous section and
then assess the tax agency’s readiness for implementation of Tax MIS. Table 20 summarizes the
results and potential improvement areas vis-à-vis the indicators.
Table 20: Summary of Diagnostic Assessment Results (sales tax)
Indicator

Result

Overall Tax MIS maturity level (Step 3)

Medium

Efforts should be made toward increasing the
coverage of different services and functions.

Action Required

Overall service level rating (Step 4)

Poor

Business processes should be improved and
streamlined to close the gap with international
benchmarks.

Statistical analysis of services rating
(Step 5)

Average

Enabling legal environment (Step 6)

Yes

None

Information exchange enabled between
agencies (Step 6)

No

Necessary policy and procedural level
agreement should be reached to enable data
and information exchange that will ensure
better outputs from use of Tax MIS.

Current ICT infrastructure level (Step 6)

Poor

The tax agency should make the necessary
ICT infrastructure investment to improve the
current ICT infrastructure level.

Awareness should be raised among users
through capacity building and marketing to
ensure better usage of Tax MIS.
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5.2

Strategic Objectives of Tax MIS Implementation

Before embarking upon Tax MIS implementation, the tax agency must clearly identify the
objectives behind automation of the tax administration system. The objectives can vary widely
across countries and can range from minimizing the administrative burden to maximizing
visibility. In some cases, the strategic objectives for automation can be driven by a national
e-government strategy adopted by government agencies. Some of the possible objectives behind a
typical Tax MIS implementation are
•

Objective 1: Maximizing revenue collection coverage. One of the most common
transformation objectives behind Tax MIS implementation is that the system should
facilitate capturing the maximum revenue with minimum transaction volume. This will
help the tax agency in improving its overall collection efficiency. For example, the tax
agency can target those revenue sources that may be contributing 70% of the total revenue.
Further, they may target the large taxpayers that make the maximum contribution in
selected taxes.

•

Objective 2: Maximizing visibility. Improving public service delivery is one of the key
objectives for any government agency as it maximizes visibility and results in wider
acceptance of the system. The overall objective is to maximize visibility by targeting those
taxes and services that have a large number of taxpayers. For example, the tax agency may
target those taxes which cumulatively capture 70% of all taxpayers.

•

Objective 3: Minimizing administrative burden. This can be achieved by migration of
the voluminous transaction and information services to the self-service platform such as
a web portal and call centers. For example, information services can be easily migrated
to call centers and common service centers operating in the country. Further, most of the
transaction services involving taxpayers can be automated and made available over a web
portal, which will minimize the administrative burden for the tax agency.

•

Objective 4: Minimizing service delivery transaction times. In many cases, the tax agency
may have automated a number of functions and services related to tax administration
but the overall service levels and KPIs may still be well below international benchmarks.
Reduced transaction times can be one of the objectives behind the implementation of Tax
MIS with improved levels of service.

Some of these strategic objectives may be conflicting in nature and should be considered within
the local context for prioritization of functions and services. For example, objectives 1 and 2 may
be conflicting in nature as some of the taxes contributing the largest shares of revenue may not
cover the largest number of taxpayers, while some of the taxes with the most extensive taxpayer
databases may not be the largest contributors.

5.3

Prioritization Framework

The tax agency should identify the parameters based on the strategic objectives that may be
applicable in its particular case. For example, in the example given below, the focuse is on two main
strategic objectives: maximizing revenue collection and maximizing visibility to the taxpayers.

From Diagnostic Assessment to Prioritization of Taxes and Services

Taxes and services and functions will be assessed on a scale of 1–5 based on priority. Those taxes
and services and functions which receive the maximum rating should be given priority and will be
taken up in the first phase, followed by medium and low priority taxes and services and functions.
An indicative prioritization framework is given in Table 21.
Table 21: Prioritization Framework for Services
Parameter

Scale

Description

1

2

3

4

5

Prioritization of taxes (if multiple taxes are being administered by tax agency)
Revenue
coverage

% revenue contribution

<2%

2%–6%

6%–10%

10%–14%

>14%

Visibility

% of total taxpayers covered

<2%

2%–6%

6%–10%

10%–14%

>14%

60%–79%

>80%

Prioritization of functions and services for a particular tax (e.g., income tax)
Visibility

5.3.1

% of total taxpayers (for a
given tax type) covered by the
function and services

<20%

20%–39%

40%–59%

Prioritization of Taxes and Services

Prioritization of taxes and services will be carried out at two levels based on the overall strategic
objective identified earlier. The first level of prioritization will be for taxes and the second level
of prioritization will be for functions and services for those selected taxes. The prioritization
framework will be used to evaluate the taxes and rank them. Next, the framework will be used to
rank the functions or services offered for each of these taxes. Accordingly, a decision can be taken
on the automation of Tax MIS.
Step 1: Prioritization of taxes
The first step in the prioritization activity is to evaluate the taxes based on the strategic objective
and framework as applicable for the tax agency, which in our case will be either maximizing the
revenue coverage (parameter 1) or maximizing visibility (parameter 2) among taxpayers. An
illustrative list of taxes prioritized (based on the framework discussed earlier) is given in Table 22.
Table 22: Prioritization of Taxes
Revenue Coverage

Visibility to Taxpayers

% of Total
Revenue
Contributed

Rating

Priority

% of
Taxpayers
Covered

Rating

Priority

Income tax

11.34%

4

High

30.15%

5

High

Corporate tax

19.67%

5

High

7.25%

3

Medium

Excise duty

9.67%

3

Medium

6.44%

3

Medium

VAT

31.56%

5

High

16.07%

5

High

Customs duty

9.75%

3

Medium

8.61%

3

Medium

Sales tax

8.45%

3

Medium

12.13%

4

High

List of Taxes

Services tax

4.74%

2

Low

11.28%

4

High

Stamp duty

4.25%

2

Low

0.92%

1

Low

Property tax

0.01%

1

Low

2.18%

2

Low

Other taxes

0.56%

1

Low

4.97%

2

Low
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Based on the strategic objective of the tax agency, it may choose a set of taxes for initial
implementation as this will result in maximum benefit. One of the most common principles in tax
administration is the “70% principle” in which those taxes to be targeted will result in coverage in
revenue or among taxpayers equal to at least 70%. If the priority is to maximize revenue coverage,
and after applying the 70% principle, the tax agency may choose income tax (11.34%), corporate
tax (19.67%), excise duty (9.67%), VAT (31.56%), and customs duty (9.75%), which would result in
more than 75% of the total revenue administration being automated and covered under Tax MIS.
If the strategic priority is to ensure maximum visibility by covering a large number of taxpayers,
then the tax agency may choose to cover income tax (30.15%), VAT (16.07%), sales tax (12.13%),
and services tax (11.28%), which would result in coverage of 70% of the total taxpayer base. The
tax agency may also choose taxes based on the combined strategic objectives, which may result in
significant taxpayer coverage and revenue collection. Further, these prioritization criteria can be
used to prepare the short-term and long-term goals of the tax agency.
Step 2: Prioritization of functions and services
The next step is to evaluate the functions and services for the taxes shortlisted in the previous
step based on the framework referenced in Table 22. This exercise has to be repeated for all the
shortlisted taxes to assess the priority for different functions and services applicable for a given
tax. Those functions and services receiving the maximum score will be of high priority and should
be automated first, followed by the medium- and low-priority functions. The primary criteria
for prioritization of functions and services here is the visibility to the taxpayers under each of
these taxes. Table 23 illustrates the evaluation of the services offered for income tax. This process
should be repeated for all other taxes.
Table 23: Prioritization of Functions and Services for Income Tax (illustrative)
Revenue Coverage
% of Total
Taxpayers Covered
(income tax only)

Rating

Priority

100%

5

High

Online application for registration (per annum)

5%

1

Low

Processing of registration application (per annum)

5%

1

Low

Self-assessment of tax liability by taxpayers and
generation of returns

100%

5

High

Electronic filing of returns

100%

5

High

Payment of taxes at bank or TFC

40%

3

Medium

Electronic payment of taxes

60%

4

High

Auto-generation of reminders and assessment notices for
nonpayment and erroneous payment

60%

4

High

Preparation and issuance of assessment notices to
defaulters

20%

2

Low

Electronic submission of appeals, including tracking and
processing

45%

3

Medium

Electronic management of collection processes such as
issuing alerts and notices for seizure

20%

2

Low

Online submission of refund request

40%

3

Medium

Function or Service
Information services such as processes, tax calendar,
application forms, acts, and tax exemption limits

From Diagnostic Assessment to Prioritization of Taxes and Services

Table 23: Prioritization of Functions and Services for Income Tax (illustrative)—continued

Revenue Coverage
% of Total
Taxpayers Covered
(income tax only)

Rating

Priority

Automated processing of refund request

5%

1

Low

Online submission of application for tax clearance certificate

30%

2

Low

Automated processing of tax clearance certificate request

50%

3

Low

2%

1

Low

Function or Service

Processing of taxpayer registration cancellation
Auto-generation of accounting and MIS reports

0%

1

Low

Allocation, tracking, and preparation of response to audit queries

0%

1

Low

Figure 7 summarizes the output of the prioritization activities for the selected functions and
services for income tax.
Figure 7: Prioritized Services for Income Tax (visibility to taxpayer)
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The evaluation of services for income tax based on the criteria of visibility to taxpayer resulted
in a list of prioritized functions and services as depicted in Figure 7. Some of the services—
such as electronic filing of returns, electronic payment of taxes, and automated reminders for
nonpayment—have high visibility and should be taken up first. These can be followed up with
medium-priority activities such as the payment of taxes at banks and TFCs. This exercise can be
repeated for all types of taxes with a prioritized list of services and functions prepared for each
tax.
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6. Tax MIS Implementation
Approach: Stakeholders and
Cost Estimate

O

n the basis of the diagnostic assessment, the tax agency should be able to identify
areas in the Tax MIS where improvement is needed. Based on the identified gaps, the
tax agency should focus on the interventions that will help address these gaps and are
ready for implementation. It may be possible that the tax agency has some modules of the Tax
MIS functions already operational and it needs to build upon the existing system. However, for
a better understanding of the tax agency at different stages of Tax MIS implementation, we have
identified different stages and integral components of a typical Tax MIS transformation project.
This section discusses the Tax MIS implementation framework, typical stakeholders involved in
implementation of Tax MIS, and different cost elements in implementation of Tax MIS.

6.1.

Holistic Approach to Tax MIS Implementation

Government agencies, when embarking upon implementation of an MIS of the nature of Tax
MIS, primarily focus on aspects related to design and development of ICT systems, supply
and installation of ICT infrastructure, data digitization, and capacity building. Although, these
are the key components of any ICT transformation project, some of the other aspects that are
largely neglected are business process reengineering, amendment of the legal framework, and
communication and change management. Some of these factors, which generally receive less
attention, can be critical to success or failure of the project. For example, if the existing regulatory
framework does not provide legal validity to electronic transactions—such as payment of taxes
and electronic filing—or if it does not facilitate or enforce data exchange among stakeholders,
the development and implementation of a robust Tax MIS could be of minimal use. On the other
hand, implementing changes to the legal framework is the most time-consuming task in any
government transformation project and, if this requirement is not addressed in a timely manner,
it can have a serious impact on the overall system implementation timelines. A typical Tax MIS
implementation lifecycle diagram with a holistic approach for addressing different aspects of
transformation is presented in Figure 8.
There are different phases of Tax MIS implementation, starting from strategy and vision and
ending with monitor and evaluate. Further, there are different integral components for tax
MIS implementation such as process improvement, technology (application software, ICT
infrastructure), realigned organizations, and legal framework. Some of the factors are internal
to the tax agency undertaking the ICT transformation project, whereas some of the factors are
external or not fully controlled by them such as legal framework, and data exchange protocols.
Any tax agency should address all of these aspects for successful implementation of Tax MIS.
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Figure 8: Tax MIS Framework—A Holistic Approach for Implementation
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Different phases of Tax MIS implementation
Here, this section briefly discusses the overall objective of each of these phases of Tax MIS
implementation and their role in the overall lifecycle. Subsequent sections discuss in detail the
activities to be undertaken in each of these phases for successful implementation of the ICT system.
•

Strategy and vision. This phase focuses on undertaking an overall assessment of Tax MIS
in the tax agency and envisioning the ideal outcomes of reform and the expected benefits.
In this phase, a long-term vision and plan for Tax MIS implementation is developed.

•

Assess. This phase will focus on undertaking a critical assessment of different internal
and external environmental factors such as the relevant processes, systems, current
technologies, and legal framework. Based on the assessment, areas for improvement will
be identified.

•

Design. This phase focuses on undertaking business process reengineering, developing
the functional requirement specifications for Tax MIS, drafting legal amendments, and
designing data exchange standards.

•

Pilot implementation. In this phase, procurement activities will be undertaken to engage
the implementation partner who will be subsequently supporting various activities
related to implementation of Tax MIS, including design and development, data migration,
capacity building, and change management.

•

Rollout. The implementation partner will upgrade Tax MIS based on the gaps identified
in the pilot implementation phase. Subsequently, Tax MIS will be implemented at the
remaining tax agencies in a phased manner.
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•

Monitor and evaluate. It is important to measure the impact of the implementation of
Tax MIS over a period of time. This phase will focus on assessing the expected benefits
and set the foundation for continuous improvement.

Different components of Tax MIS implementation
Countries undertaking Tax MIS transformation must address the key components required as
indicated in Figures 8 and 9 for successful implementation of a project of such a complex nature.
Typically a Tax MIS transformation project might have eight components. However, the elements
that should be addressed will specifically depend upon the diagnostic assessment and the current
maturity level of the system already implemented in the country. Each of these components is
discussed separately along with the sub-activities which any country should typically undertake
as part of the implementation process.
As discussed earlier, the typical ICT system development process primarily focuses on 3–4 elements,
while other factors remain largely ignored, which may result in the nonrealization of the envisaged
benefits. This section discusses briefly the key components of Tax MIS implementation that should
be considered when undertaking such a complex transformation project. In summary, there are two
types of factors: those that are internal in nature (1–6), with the tax agency having full control, and
those that are external factors (7–9), where the tax agency may not have full control.
1.

Process improvement. Typically, the processes and procedures related to tax
administration are very complex and the root causes behind them are the redundancies
and gaps in the processes. These gaps can be addressed by reengineering and streamlining
tax administration-related processes. This is one of the most fundamental and critical
components of implementation.

2.

Tax MIS application software. The application software is the core of the entire Tax
MIS transformation activity. The application software will be developed on the basis of
improved tax administration processes, with the overall objective of streamlining the
processes and ensuring adequate internal controls.

3.

ICT infrastructure. Tax agencies should create an ICT infrastructure capable of hosting
the application software and providing online services to citizens 24 hours a day every day
of the year. This may include creating data centers, supplying ICT infrastructure for various
offices of tax agencies, and providing connectivity to these offices.

4.

Service delivery channels. Service delivery channels provide citizens and users
with an option to access and avail of different services offered through a variety of
communications and delivery methods such as telephone, front office, web portal, SMS,
and kiosks. Service delivery channels should be designed and chosen in such a manner
that citizens are not forced in any one direction. Tax agencies should focus on creating
multiple delivery channels so that citizens can have “channels of choice,” depending on
specific needs at specific times.

5.

Integrated capacity building, change management, and communication. The main
purpose of this component in the implementation lifecycle is to support all the stages of
the change initiative through the identification and application of a number of capacity
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building, change management, and communication activities. This may involve training
agency staff on ICT skills, organizational realignment, redeployment of staff, and regular
communication with the staff on the change initiative. This may also require creating some
specialized ICT unit within the agency to monitor Tax MIS implementation.
6.

Integrated program and benefits management. The main function of this component is
to establish the program management arrangements in the form of a program management
office (PMO) or equivalent that enables the change initiative to be effectively managed
and controlled. Managing the implementation of a Tax MIS transformation initiative,
coordinating among different agencies and other stakeholders, and focusing on deadlines
and results, while keeping a keen eye on process, require program management skills.

7.

Legal framework. Regulatory reform is one of the critical issues that is often overlooked.
Yet, experience has shown that it is crucial for any ICT transformation initiative
within government agencies to succeed, both in terms of affordability and long-term
sustainability. For example, if the necessary electronic transactions are not enabled in
the legal framework, then the Tax MIS will not be able to deliver the desired benefits
and may result in legal complications. Similarly, there can be other instances—such as
process improvement and data exchange—where legal reforms are required to achieve
the transformation objectives of the agencies.

8.

Data exchange protocol. Typically, tax agencies may have to exchange data with other
agencies such as banks, finance ministries, revenue agencies, and company registrars
if they want to achieve the desired benefits from the transformation. The idea is to be
able to depend on as little repetition as possible in the data capturing and maintenance
process, and reuse the same data as often as possible among different agencies and other
users, thereby guaranteeing security. In all of these cases, data standardization becomes
a huge issue as it points to the main source of reduction of transaction costs: the reuse of
information across the system. The importance is not in developing the internal standards
of the tax agency concerned, but on agreed standards across different agencies that can
be used to exchange data.

9.

National wide area network. In the current environment, information availability and
service delivery are the keys for any government IT transformation initiative. This not
only requires that all the offices of the tax agencies are interconnected, but also that they
are connected with other stakeholders. This also requires that the Tax MIS application
and related services are hosted online.

6.2.

Tax MIS Implementation—Key Activities

As discussed in the previous section, typically there are different phases of Tax MIS implementation
in any tax agency, ranging from strategy and vision to monitor and evaluate. Under each of these
phases, the tax agency should undertake some key activities to address the requirement of different
components for implementation such as process improvement, application software development,
and change management. An overview of the activities to be undertaken under each of these phases is
presented in Figure 9. Details of the activities under each of these phases are discussed subsequently.
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Figure 9: Tax MIS Implementation Framework—Life Cycle Diagram

Tax MIS Implementation Approach: Stakeholders and Cost Estimate

Some of the activities to be taken as part of a complex ICT transformation project are summarized
below.
Table 24: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation
Phases
Strategy and
vision

Components

Action Required

Process
improvement

• Engage consultants to conduct diagnostic assessment and
prepare implementation roadmap

Technology

• Prepare and customize the diagnostic assessment
questionnaire for Tax MIS

Service delivery
channels
Integrated
capacity building
and change
management
Integrated program
and benefits
management

• Conduct rapid diagnostic assessment of the current tax
administration system and Tax MIS
• Hold discussions with key stakeholders to understand the
requirements for and expectations of Tax MIS
• Define the long-term vision and strategic objectives of the Tax
MIS

Legal framework

• Prioritize the functions and services in the Tax MIS based on
diagnostic assessment and discussions with key stakeholders

Data exchange
framework

• Estimate the overall funding requirement throughout the
project lifecycle
• Identify the institutional structure and program management
structure to be in place for managing such a complex project

Assess

Process
improvement

• Engage business process reengineering consultants to
conduct the study and process improvement exercise
• Develop interview guidelines and detailed diagnostic
assessment questionnaire
• Review existing documents and related policies and processes
• Schedule and conduct meeting with key stakeholders in tax
administration
• Prepare detailed “as is” process maps related to Tax MIS

Technology

• Assess the ICT systems currently being used by tax agencies,
including the functionality supported
• Assess the interfacing with other systems and data exchanges
• Assess the current ICT infrastructure, its useful life, and
readiness for using the proposed system
• Assess the existing network infrastructure, connectivity, and
ability to support the new systems

Service delivery
channels

• Identify different channels (e.g., portal, mobile phone)
currently being used to provide services
• Map functions and services being offered by different
channels
• Identify the shared service centers already available in the
country that can be used for service delivery such as national
call centers
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Table 24: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation—continued

Phases
Assess

Components
Service delivery
channels

Action Required
• Asses the feasibility of implementation of TFCs at tax agency
offices, including the infrastructure and human resource
requirements
• Assess the feasibility and need for creating new call centers for
the tax agency
• Assess the upgrading requirement at existing call centers,
national call centers, and common service centers

Integrated
capacity building
and change
management

• Develop survey questionnaire to assess the current governance
structure, and the competency and capability of tax agency
staff
• Administer survey instruments to assess the training needs and
baseline staff capacity
• Assess the governance and organizational capacity to handle
the Tax MIS transformation program

Integrated program
and benefits
management

• Identify the KPIs for the current tax administration system
• Capture the current KPIs as baseline metrics
• Identify key implementation risks and dependencies in the
implementation of Tax MIS

Legal framework

• Assess the current enabling legal framework for Tax MIS such
as e-commerce and data archiving policy

Data exchange
framework

• Assess whether policies are in place defining data exchange
standards
• Assess whether any enabling policies and the regulatory
framework are in place for the exchange of data between
different agencies
• Assess the interfacing with other systems and data exchanges

Design

Process
improvement

• Study best practices in Tax MIS implemented in developed
countries
• Conduct root cause analysis and benchmarking, and identify
the gaps in the current processes related to Tax MIS
• Consultation workshop to validate the gaps and improvement
opportunities
• Business process reengineering of the processes related to tax
administration and Tax MIS
• Design and validate to-be process maps related to tax
administration and Tax MIS

Technology

• Develop the functional requirement specifications (FRS) and
conceptual model for Tax MIS
• Validate the functional requirement specifications (FRS) and
conceptual model for Tax MIS
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Table 24: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation—continued

Phases
Design

Components
Service delivery
channels

Action Required
• Phasing of prioritized functions and services for migration to
different service delivery channels (e.g., least complex and high
and medium volume to be migrated to self-service platforms
first such as web portals, call centers, and mobile services
• Similarly, services that are either highly complex or have high or
low volumes and low complexity can be taken up in the second
phase of implementation
• Low volume and highly complex set of services are the last to
be implemented as they will require significant implementation
effort
• Identify the requirements (infrastructure, IT systems) to
migrate the services to different delivery channels
• Prepare an operations manual, including development of a
citizens charter and KPIs for services

Integrated
capacity building
and change
management

• Identify the competency gaps vis-a-vis the roles and
responsibilities required for the position
• Identify the training and capacity building requirements of the
agency’s staff
• Prepare training plan and curriculum for addressing the skills
gap
• Redesign the organization to effectively manage Tax MIS
implementation (e.g., create an ICT unit in the tax agency).

Integrated program
and benefits
management

• Create a project management unit for implementation of Tax
MIS in the tax agency (whether in-house or outsourced)

Legal framework

• Detailed impact assessment on the enabling legal environment

• Develop the risk mitigation plan for identified risks to minimize
the impact on project implementation
• Discuss and validate the detailed legal impact assessment
report in a consultation workshop
• Draft legal amendments to enable the changes to the processes
and systems
• Discuss and revise the legal amendment in a consultation
workshop with key stakeholders

Data exchange
framework

• Develop and implement policies and procedures related to data
exchange standards
• Document the interfacing requirement and data exchange
requirement with other systems

Pilot
General
implementation

• Create an initial vendor shortlist and develop an expression
of interest (EoI) to narrow down the potential system
implementation partner (SIP) for pilot implementation
• Compile system requirements, determine evaluation criteria,
and prepare bidding documents
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Table 24: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation—continued

Phases
Pilot
implementation

Components
General

Action Required
• Issue bidding documents to short-listed vendors and respond
to vendor’s queries
• Evaluate the bids and facilitate vendor presentations and
proof of concept (PoC) demonstrations in order to select a
preferred SIP for pilot implementation
• Negotiate with the selected SIP and sign contract

Process
improvement

• SIP to prepare operations manual based on the redesigned
processes and facilities
• SIP to facilitate implementation of the reengineered tax
administration processes and functions by undertaking
necessary preparatory activities such as training on revised
processes

Technology

• SIP to undertake detailed system study and prepare software
requirement specifications (SRSs)
• SIP to develop the detailed technical system design document,
test strategy, and solution prototype
• SIP to design and develop and customize Tax MIS solution
• SIP to conduct testing of the solution (based on the approved
test plan) and fix the bugs
• SIP to facilitate user acceptance testing (UAT) and third party
acceptance testing
• SIP to prepare and validate the user manuals, training
manuals, operations manual, and maintenance manuals for
Tax MIS
• Configure, implement, and pilot test the Tax MIS solution at
selected pilot tax agency
• Identify gaps in the Tax MIS through system user feedback
• SIP to address the gaps in the Tax MIS being implemented at
pilot agency

Service delivery
channels

• SIP to develop web portal for service delivery
• SIP to develop mobile application for service delivery
• SIP to upgrade infrastructure at existing call centers, national
call centers, and common service centers (CSCs)
• SIP to create new call centers and facilitation centers for tax
agency and undertake the following activities:
o

create necessary infrastructure such as building and ICT
equipment

o

ensure network connectivity among centers

o

develop operations manual

o

identify resources on contractual basis for
operationalizing call centers
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Table 24: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation—continued

Phases
Pilot
implementation

Components
Service delivery
channels

Action Required
o

provide necessary training to the identified resources

• Migrate category I services, which are least complex and high
and medium volume in pilot agency
• Assess the impact of the migration of such services and
functions to the self-service platform

Integrated
capacity building
and change
management

• Discuss, review, and validate the training content with key
stakeholders and PMU
• Schedule and conduct training of the master trainers for pilot
tax agency
• Obtain feedback on the training curriculum and content
• Review and update the training content and curriculum based
on feedback
• Review and validate the revised training content with the key
stakeholders

Integrated program
and benefits
management

• PMU to manage the implementation of Tax MIS at selected
pilot agency
• Regularly monitor the project implementation progress
• PMU to resolve issues and risks related to project
implementation

Legal framework

• Discuss and revise the legal amendment in a consultation
workshop with key stakeholders
• Undertake necessary activities in enactment of the draft
amendments

Data exchange
framework

• SIP to undertake the data entry, validation, and migration of
data to Tax MIS for the selected pilot agency
• SIP to test the exchange of data with selected MISs by using
different technology such as web services

Rollout

General

• Create an initial vendor shortlist and develop an EoI to narrow
down the potential SIPs for rollout to all tax agency offices
• Compile system requirements, determine evaluation criteria,
and prepare bidding documents
• Issue bidding documents to short-listed vendors and respond
to vendor’s queries
• Evaluate the responses and facilitate vendor presentations
and PoC demonstrations in order to select a preferred SIP for
rollout to all tax agency offices
• Negotiation with the selected SIP and signing of contract

Process
improvement

• SIP to facilitate implementation of the reengineered tax
administration processes and functions by undertaking
necessary preparatory activities such as training on revised
processes
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Table 24: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation—continued

Phases
Rollout

Components
Technology

Action Required
• SIP to configure, implement. and roll out the Tax MIS solution
to all tax agency offices
• SIP to identify gaps in Tax MIS through system user feedback
• SIP to address the gaps in Tax MIS

Service delivery
channels

• SIP to upgrade infrastructure at existing call centers, national
call centers, and CSCs
• SIP to create new call centers and facilitation centers for the
tax agency
• SIP to migrate category I services, which are least complex and
high and medium volume on self-service platform
• SIP t0 assess the impact of the migration of such category I
services and functions on service delivery
• SIP to plan and migrate functions and services in category II
(medium complexity and medium volume) and category III
(high complexity and low, medium, or high volume).
• Assess the impact of the migration of category II and category
III services and functions on service delivery

Integrated capacity • Schedule and conduct training of the master trainers for tax
building and change
agency staff
management
• Obtain feedback on the training curriculum and content
• Conduct refresher training program for the staff
Integrated program
and benefits
management

• PMU to manage the implementation of Tax MIS at the tax
agency
• Regularly monitor the project implementation progress
• PMU to resolve issues and risks related to project
implementation

Legal framework

• Undertake necessary activities in the enactment of draft
amendments

Data exchange
framework

• SIP to undertake the data entry, validation, and migration of
data to Tax MIS
• SIP to facilitate exchange of data with selected MISs by
implementation of data exchange framework and protocols

Monitor and
evaluate

Process
improvement
Technology
Service delivery
channels

• Review and agree upon measurable outputs and outcomes
• Refine and validate relevant KPIs for monitoring and evaluation
• Develop and implement monitoring and reporting dashboard to
regularly monitor the outputs and outcomes

Integrated capacity • Conduct post-implementation benefits review to assess the
impact of Tax MIS and new service delivery channels vis-a-vis
building and change
original performance indicators
management
• Regularly monitor and review against performance indicators
and identify weaknesses to address
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Table 24: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation—continued

Phases
Monitor and
evaluate

Components

Action Required

Integrated program
and benefits
management

• Analyze the monitoring and evaluation results, and identify and
validate each set of corrective actions

Legal framework

• Undertake necessary steps in the implementation of corrective
actions, including additional training programs, improvements
to the MIS, and migration of services to different delivery
channels.

Data exchange
framework

6.3.

• Discuss and agree upon corrective actions in a workshop with
key stakeholders and the project steering committee

Tax MIS Implementation—Stakeholders

It is critical to understand the principal stakeholders involved in Tax MIS implementation
and their interactions, roles, responsibilities, and capacities with respect to the accompanying
transformation process. Each stakeholder may contribute in different ways to support (or
hinder) the process and influence its final outcome. In the context of Tax MIS implementation, a
stakeholder is any individual or entity that is involved directly or indirectly in the transformation
process, including the ultimate beneficiaries. The identification of these entities and their broad
roles can be determined on the basis of the following questions:
• Who makes and influences policies and decisions related to tax administration?
• Who provides financial and technical resources for Tax MIS implementation?
• Who are the direct and indirect beneficiaries of Tax MIS?
• Who is responsible for the benchmarking and reengineering processes related to tax
administration?
• Who is responsible for the design, development, and implementation of Tax MIS?
• Who supports change management and capacity building among the tax agency staff?
• Who will manage the entire transformation initiative and measure the realization of benefits
for the tax agency throughout the project lifecycle?
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Table 25 provides an illustrative list of stakeholders and their roles in the Tax MIS transformation
process.
Table 25: Stakeholder Responsibilities for Tax MIS Implementation9
Stakeholder

Description of Role

1. National ICT agency

The national ICT agency will be primarily responsible for high-level ICT policy,
strategy, security, and a framework for intergovernmental coordination. A
summary of key responsibilities follows:
• development and promotion of ICT policy and strategy,
• guidance on information system security,
• guidance on data architecture and data exchange standards,
• policy for archiving data for preservation and management of records, and
• integration of information systems and connectivity among different
government agencies.

2. Tax agencies

The tax agency is the most important stakeholder in the entire Tax MIS
implementation lifecycle. The ownership of implementation of Tax MIS lies
with the tax agency itself. A summary of key responsibilities follows:
• oversight agency for implementation of Tax MIS across different offices;
• formulation of ICT system policy at the tax agency level;
• formulation of Tax MIS implementation strategy and vision;
• approval of the business process reengineering of the tax administration
processes;
• oversight of design and development of implementation of Tax MIS, ICT
infrastructure, data digitization and migration, and capacity building of
agency staff; and
• regular review and monitoring of the benefits of Tax MIS implementation.

3. Finance ministry

Typically, the finance ministry is the oversight body for revenue and tax
administration agencies, and is responsible for formulating countrywide tax
policies. A summary of key responsibilities follows:
• overall supervision of the Tax MIS implementation across all tax agency
offices,
• coordination support to tax agencies with other government agencies, and
• funding support to all tax agency offices.

4. Consultants and/or
consultant agencies

Consultants and/or consulting agencies can play multiple roles during the Tax
MIS implementation lifecycle. Their primary role will be to support the tax
agency in the implementation of Tax MIS. Some of the key activities include
• “as is” process assessment and business process reengineering support,
• design of a target operating model for Tax MIS,
• support in review and acceptance of Tax MIS functionality by the tax agency,
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Table 25: Stakeholder Responsibilities for Tax MIS Implementation—continued

Stakeholder

Description of Role
• independent audit and quality assurance of Tax MIS,
• capacity building and change management among the staff of tax agencies, and
• program management support to the tax agency during Tax MIS
implementation.

5. ICT system
implementation
partners (third
party vendors)

The most important aspect of Tax MIS implementation is the design,
development, and implementation of the ICT system.
In most cases, government agencies may not have the ICT system development
capabilities and must engage an ICT system implementation partner (third party
vendor) for system design, development, and implementation. Some of the key
responsibilities of implementation partners include
• development of the functional and software requirement specifications of the
proposed Tax MIS,
• design and development of the Tax MIS,
• user acceptance testing of the application software,
• supply and installation of the necessary ICT infrastructure such as computers
and printers,
• provision of “last mile” connectivity to the network,
• capacity-building of tax agency staff on ICT system operation and maintenance,
• data digitization and migration to the proposed system, and
• provision of operation and maintenance support to the ICT system.

6. Data center
service provider

With the majority of government agencies around the globe transitioning to online
modes of service delivery, the role of the data center service provider (cloud
computing) becomes critical. The responsibilities of the data center service
provider would be limited to
• hosting of the Tax MIS application in the development and production
environment,
• release of patches to update the ICT system, and
• regular data backup and archiving.

7. Bilateral and
Multilateral
agencies

Bilateral and multilateral funding agencies can play a facilitating role in raising
awareness, stimulating international debate, exchanging best practices, and
bringing different partners in development together around the issue of tax
MIS. They can also play a facilitating role by pooling financial resources, both
internationally as well as within countries, and providing technical assistance and
coordinating and implementing national and international initiatives relevant to
e-government. Some of the key responsibilities of such agencies are as follows:
• technical assistance to government agencies in conceptualizing the
modernization of tax administration,
• assistance in formulating the strategies and priorities for implementation of
such systems,
• funding support to government agencies, and
• research and documentation of best practices on implementation of similar
systems around the globe.
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6.4. Tax MIS Implementation—Cost Elements
In this section, major cost head for implementation of the proposed service delivery channel and
key enablers has been identified. Detailed cost estimates can only be prepared once more details
are captured such as type of services to be covered, number of front-line operating counters, etc.
Broad level implementation cost components for each of the proposed channel of service delivery
are given in Table 26.
Table 26: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation
Phase
Strategy and
vision

Components

Activities

Stakeholders

Process
improvement

Engage consultants and/or consulting
agencies to

• National ICT
agency

Technology

• conduct diagnostic assessment,

• Consultants and/
or consulting
agencies

Service delivery
channels
Integrated
capacity building
and change
management
Integrated
program
and benefits
management
Legal framework

• define the long-term vision and strategic
objectives,
• prioritize the functions and services of Tax
MIS,

• Bilateral and
multilateral
agencies

• estimate the overall funding requirements,
• prepare implementation roadmap, and
• identify the institutional structure and
program management structure to be in
place for managing such a complex project.

Data exchange
framework
Assess

Process
improvement

Engage BPR or ICT consultants and/or
consulting agencies to

Technology

• conduct the “as is” study and BPR exercise;

Service delivery
channels
Integrated
capacity building
and change
management
Integrated
program
and benefits
management
Legal framework
Data exchange
framework

• assess the ICT systems currently being
used by the tax agency, including the
functionality supported;
• assess the interfacing requirement with
other systems and data exchanges;
• assess the current ICT infrastructure and
its useful life and readiness for using the
proposed system;
• assess the existing network infrastructure
and its connectivity and ability to support
the new system;
• map functions and services being offered
by different service delivery channels;
• asses the feasibility of implementation of
facilitation centers at tax agency offices,
including the infrastructure and human
resource requirements;

• Consultants and/
or sonsulting
agencies
• Tax agency
• Bilateral/
multilateral
agencies
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Table 26: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation—continued

Phase

Components

Activities

Stakeholders

• assess the feasibility and need for creating
new call centers for the tax agency;
• assess the upgrading requirements at
existing call centers, national call centers,
and CSCs;
• develop a survey questionnaire to assess
the current governance structure,
competency, and capability of tax agency
staff;
• administer survey instruments to assess
the training needs and baseline staff
capacity;
• assess the governance and organizational
capacity to handle the Tax MIS
transformation program;
• identify KPIs for the current tax
administration;
• capture the current KPIs as baseline
metrics;
• identify key implementation risks and
dependencies in implementation of Tax
MIS;
• assess the current enabling legal framework
for Tax MIS such as e-commerce and data
archiving policies; and
• assess whether any enabling policies or
regulatory framework are in place for
the exchange of data between different
agencies.
Design

Process
improvement

Engage BPR or ICT consultants and/or
consulting agencies to

Technology

• study the best practices in Tax MIS
implemented in developed countries,

Service delivery
channels

• conduct root cause analysis and
benchmarking, and identify the gaps in the
current processes related to Tax MIS,

Integrated
capacity building
and change
management
Integrated
program
and benefits
management
Legal framework

• hold consultation workshops to validate
the gaps and improvement opportunities,
• engage in BPR for tax administration and
Tax MIS,
• design and validate “to be” process maps
related to tax administration and Tax MIS,

• Consultants and/
or consulting
agencies
• Tax agency
• Bilateral and
multilateral
agencies
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Table 26: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation—continued

Phase

Components

Activities

Stakeholders

• develop and validate the functional
requirement specifications (FRS) and
conceptual model for Tax MIS,
• phasing of prioritized functions and
services for migration to different service
delivery channels,
• identify the competency gaps vis-a-vis the
roles and responsibilities required for the
position,
• identify the training and capacity building
requirements of the tax agency’s staff,
• prepare training plan and curriculum for
addressing skill set gaps,
• redesign the organization to effectively
manage Tax MIS implementation,
• conduct detailed impact assessment of the
enabling legal environment,
• hold consultation workshop to discuss
and validate the detailed legal impact
assessment report,
• draft legal amendments to enable the
changes to the processes and systems, and
• document the interfacing and data
exchange requirements with other systems.
Pilot
implementation

General

Engage BPR and program management
consultants and/or consulting agencies to

Process
improvement

• support bid process management,

Integrated
capacity building
and change
management
Integrated
program
and benefits
management
Legal framework

• manage the implementation of Tax MIS at
the tax agency,
• regularly monitor the project
implementation progress,
• resolve issues and risks related to project
implementation,
• review and provide feedback on the
training curriculum,
• provide necessary change management
and communications support,
• undertake necessary activities in the
enactment of the draft amendments,
• prepare operations manual based on the
redesigned processes and facilities, and

• Consultants and/
or consulting
agencies
• Tax agency
• Bilateral and
multilateral
agencies
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Table 26: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation—continued

Phase

Components

Activities

Stakeholders

• facilitate implementation of the
reengineered tax administration processes
and functions by undertaking necessary
preparatory activities such as training on
revised processes.
Technology
Service delivery
channel
Data exchange
framework

Engage SIP to
• undertake detailed system study and
prepare SRSs;
• develop the detailed technical system
design document, test strategy, and
solution prototype;

• design, develop, and customize Tax MIS
Integrated
solution;
capacity-building
and change
• conduct testing of the solution based on
management
the approved test plan and fix the bugs;
• facilitate user acceptance testing (UAT)
and third party acceptance testing;
• prepare and validate the user manuals,
training manuals, operations manual, and
maintenance manuals for Tax MIS;
• configure, implement, and pilot-test the Tax
MIS solution at the selected tax agency;
• identify gaps and issues in Tax MIS
through system user feedback;
• address the gaps and issues in Tax MIS
implemented at pilot agency;
• develop web portal for service delivery;
• develop mobile application for service
delivery;
• upgrade infrastructure at existing call
centers, national call centers, and CSCs;
• create new call centers and facilitation
centers for tax agency and undertake
following activities:
o create necessary infrastructure such as
building and ICT equipment,
o provide network connectivity to the
centers,
o develop operations manual,
o identify resources on contractual basis for
operationalizing call centers, and
o provide necessary training to the identified
resources;

• ICT SIP (third
party vendor)
• Data (cloud)
center service
provider
• Tax agency
• Bilateral and
multilateral
agencies
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Table 26: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation—continued

Phase

Components

Activities

Stakeholders

• migrate category I services, which are least
complex and high and medium volume in
pilot agency; and
• assess the impact of the migration of such
services and functions to self-service
platform.
Rollout

General
Process
improvement
Integrated
capacity building
and change
management
Data exchange
framework
Integrated
program
and benefits
management
Legal framework

Engage BPR and program management
consultants and/or consulting agencies to
• support in bid process management and
selection of SIP,
• manage implementation of Tax MIS at tax
agency,
• regularly monitor the project
implementation progress,

• Consultants and/
or consulting
agencies
• Tax agency
• Bilateral and
multilateral
agencies

• resolve issues and risks related to project
implementation,
• review and provide feedback on the
training curriculum and content,
• provide necessary change management
and communications support,
• undertake necessary activities in the
enactment of the draft amendments, and
• facilitate implementation of the
reengineered tax administration processes
and functions by undertaking necessary
preparatory activities such as training on
revised processes.

Technology

Engage SIP to

Service delivery
channels

• configure, implement, and test the Tax
MIS solution at the tax agency;

Data exchange
framework

• upgrade web portal for service delivery;

• upgrade mobile application for service
Integrated
delivery;
capacity-building
and change
• upgrade infrastructure at existing call
management
centers, national call centers, and CSCs;
• create new call centers and facilitation
centers for tax agency and undertake
following activities:
o

create necessary infrastructure such as
building and ICT equipment,

o

provide network connectivity to the
centers,

• ICT system
implementation
partners (third
party vendors)
• Data center
(cloud) service
provider
• Tax agency
• Bilateral and
multilateral
agencies
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Table 26: Cost Components of Tax MIS Implementation—continued

Phase

Components

Activities
o

develop operations manual,

o

identify resources on a contractual basis for
operationalizing call centers, and

o

provide necessary training to the identified
resources;

Stakeholders

• migrate category I services, which are the least
complex and high and medium volume, to selfservice platform;
• assess the impact of the migration of category I
services and functions on service delivery;
• plan and migrate functions and services in
category II (medium complexity and medium
volume) and category III (high complexity and
low, medium, and high volume);
• assess the impact of the migration of such
category II and category III services and
functions on service delivery;
• schedule and conduct training of the master
trainers for tax agency staff;
• obtain feedback on the training curriculum and
content;
• conduct refresher training program for the
staff;
• undertake data entry, validation, and migration
of data to Tax MIS for the tax agency; and
• facilitate exchange of data with selected MIS
by implementing data exchange framework and
protocols.
Monitor and
evaluate

Process
improvement

Engage monitoring and evaluation consultants to
assess the outcomes of Tax MIS implementation:

Technology

• review and agree upon the measurable outputs
and outcomes,

Service delivery
channels
Integrated
capacity building
and change
management
Integrated
program
and benefits
management
Legal framework
Data exchange
framework

• Consultants
and/or
consulting
agency

• Tax agency
• refine and validate relevant KPIs for monitoring
• Bilateral and
and evaluation,
multilateral
• conduct post-implementation benefits review
agencies
to assess the impact of Tax MIS and different
service delivery channels implemented vis-avis the original performance indicators,
• analyze the monitoring and evaluation results
and identify and validate corrective actions, and
• workshop with key stakeholders and the
project steering committee to identify
corrective actions.
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7. Commercial Off-the-Shelf
versus Custom-Developed Tax
MIS Solutions

T

he broad functions of tax authorities worldwide are largely similar, yet there are variations
in the structure of tax authorities, types of taxes being collected, applicable tax slabs and
rates, and exemptions and credits provided to taxpayers. The similarities in functions and
processes across tax authorities have also led to the development of some standard and commercially
available off-the-shelf packages for tax administration requirements of governments. A tax
agency must review its current operational status and decide on the future requirements from a
proposed Tax MIS. The decision whether to custom-build a Tax MIS or buy a commercial software
package off-the-shelf (COTS) depends on a variety of factors in each country. Custom-developed
applications may be an effective interim solution when transitioning from manual to computerized
recordkeeping. They also may be sufficient if the functionality of the system and the number of
users are limited. On the other hand, commercial package producers invest considerable effort
to standardize Tax MIS functions and fail-safe them against the most common problems faced
in custom development. The detailed checks and balances built into COTS systems are critical,
especially for building and maintaining trust and transparency. This section briefly discusses the
factors that should be considered when taking a decision between COTS and custom solutions.

7.1.

Overview of COTS and Custom Software Solutions10

Custom Solutions
Application software packages are conceptualized, designed, developed, and tested using
internal or external expertise. A software development team is employed for such projects by the
government agency that is developing a new software solution customized to meet the agency’s
needs. Some of the common features of custom solutions include the following:

10
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(i)

customization according to specific requirements,

(ii)

transfer of specialized domain knowledge already built into any existing legacy systems,

(iii)

typically lengthy period of time for developing software in-house,

(iv)

ability to exploit established skill sets in custom software development,

World Bank. Guidance Notes on e-Government Practices—ISG. Make or Buy Decision Factors: World Bank Experience and
Guidance Note for Treasury Management System. Washington, DC.
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(v)

well-suited for division-wide or fragmented applications,

(vi)

difficulty in practicing version control,

(vii) typically lengthy period of time for updates and improvements, and
(viii) high level of dependency on platforms and people.

COTS Solutions
Government agencies across the globe take on many similar roles, and software development
companies have developed a number of standard products to meet the typical demands of many
government agencies. These types of solutions are also referred to as COTS solutions. The
apparent advantage of using a packaged solution is the time saved in the development process.
Some of the common features of COTS solutions include the following:
(i)

robust, field-tested software;

(ii)

no need to “reinvent the wheel” for similar applications;

(iii)

easier migration to integrated solutions;

(iv)

best-suited for enterprise-wide applications;

(v)

incorporation of global best processes; and

(vi)

role as a change agent for BPR.
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7.2.

Comparative Analysis of COTS and Custom Tax MIS Solutions10

COTS and custom solutions each have their own advantages and disadvantages. There is great
value in adopting a COTS system that has been used successfully in other environments or has
been certified by an internationally recognized accounting group. COTS packages are typically
modular and can expand in capacity and functionality to meet expanding requirements. They
can also be configured to link up with legacy systems that are already in place, thereby avoiding
investments in modules that may not be needed right away. There are drawbacks to using COTS
solutions, however. For example, they are not cheap. Initial outlays for software alone may be
reasonable, but the ongoing costs of maintenance contracts, license fees, and system upgrades are
considerable and can exceed the initial costs of the COTS. Furthermore, COTS packages tend to
impose a rigid, standardized structure on business processes, forcing a government to organize the
application, not the other way around. With regard to custom solutions, they generally take much
longer to complete than expected. The work involved in developing all the applications required
to support a labyrinth of information flows, as well as testing and maintenance, is colossal and
prone to costly errors and delays. Moreover, because custom developments tend to be piecemeal,
they regularly result in fragmented systems that lack the basic controls and audit trails necessary
for effective financial management. Table 27 presents a comparative analysis between COTS and
custom software solutions.
Table 27: Comparative Analysis of COTS and Custom Solutions
Parameter

COTS

Custom

1. Development period

Depending on the degree of
customization agreed upon by
vendor and client, deployment may
be immediate.

8–12 months, including detailed
functional analysis

2. Degree of compliance
with required business
processes and rules

Depends on software, average
ranges between 50% and 75%

Almost 100%

3. Total cost of ownership

Initial license costs may be high.
Maintenance fees will depend
on the type of maintenance
agreement.

No licenses required. Development
costs usually lower than the license
costs. If the creation of an ICT
department is needed, then the cost
can be higher. Delayed implementation
may lead to high costs

4. IPR ownership

The vendor owns source code,
including those developed during
customization.

Client owns source code

5. Upgrading and
maintenance

Upgrade and maintenance are
more or less assured, but subject
to payment of annual maintenance
fees.

Maintenance subject to agreement with
developer or may be done by client’s
ICT unit, when present. Upgrades not
usually available

6. Flexibility

Limited to the extent that the
vendor allows

Highly flexible, as required by client
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Table 27: Comparative Analysis of COT and Custom Solutions—continued

Parameter

COTS

Custom

7. Performance and
quality

Stable, as it has been installed
previously and subjected to testing
both in simulated and actual
production environments

Still subject to rigorous testing,
even after full deployment; requires
continued troubleshooting and
debugging

8. Documentation and
training

Documents are available for
evaluation. Training packages are
also readily available.

Documentation and training are only
available at the end of the development
cycle.

9. Software evaluation

The software can be evaluated
immediately. In most cases, the
client can try the product before
buying it.

No evaluation of the software itself can
be done immediately.

10. Legal redress

Agreements usually contain
provisions that customized
functionality is the responsibility of
the client.

Agreements contain provisions
that acceptance of the software
functionality is decided by the client and
disagreements are usually resolved in
favor of the client.

7.3.

Criteria for Selecting between COTS and Custom Tax MIS
Solutions10

There are various factors to be considered when taking a decision between a COTS and Custom
Tax MIS solution that will be largely influenced by the local characteristics of tax administration
in any given country. Generally, the breadth of the functionality required, frequency of change in
the required functionality, and the tax agency’s capacity to manage and maintain the application
software are the key factors to be considered. Table 28 presents a list of parameters that should be
considered when taking such decisions. It may be noted that the parameters discussed in Table 28
are commonly observed, though this does not represent a comprehensive list. The tax agency must
customize this checklist when taking a decision between COTS and custom software solutions.
Table 28: Key Factors in Deciding between COTS and Custom Solutions (illustrative)
Parameter

Considerations

COTS or
Custom Solution
(illustrative)

• If the COTS software addresses more COTS
1. Business functionality. Compliance
than 70% of business and technical
with required tax administration
requirements, it is advisable to
functionality is the key factor. However,
consider the COTS software approach.
100% of the requirements can be met
only by a custom solution, while a
• A custom-built solution is preferred
COTS solution generally meets 50%–
and cost-effective if the COTS
80% of the functionality requirements.
solution fails to meet the 70% criteria.
2. Experience in developing
application software. Experience in
the development and operation of
custom solutions is important if such
an approach is to be selected. In the
absence of necessary experience,

• If the tax agency does not have an ICT
department or needs to strengthen
it to build a custom solution, then
a COTS application may be more
appropriate.

Custom
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Table 28: Key Factors in Deciding between COTS and Custom Solutions (illustrative)—continued

Parameter
it would be preferable to select an
appropriate software package and
get it customized to the tax agency’s
requirements.

Considerations

COTS or
Custom Solution
(illustrative)

• If the ICT department has prior
experience building application
software of similar complexity and
functionality, then it could undertake
custom development.

3. Legacy systems. A strong presence of • If there are fragmented solutions to
be redeveloped anew to integrate
legacy systems in the organization and
them with the Tax MIS solution, then a
the need to upgrade and integrate with
custom solution is preferred.
these requires a custom development
approach.
• If the fragmented solutions can be
replaced with a Tax MIS solution, then
COTS is preferred.

COTS

4. Need for integrated application suite.
A COTS solution is a more proven
and reliable approach in cases where
integration with other systems and
modules is a major requirement.

• If a generic application with
customization is acceptable for the
enterprise level integration, then
COTS software may be acceptable.
If it is not acceptable, then specific
requirements need to be defined.

COTS

5. Need for global best practices. A
COTS solution incorporates best
practices and lessons learned from the
implementation process in similar tax
agencies in other countries.

• If the business and technical
functionalities of the tax agency
are of primary importance, with no
modifications required, then a custom
solution should be chosen.

Custom

• If the tax agency plans to adopt global
best practices in tax administration,
then they may choose the COTS
package most applicable in the local
environment.
6. Total cost of ownership. The total
cost of ownership of the application
is one of the key constraints for a
tax agency undertaking Tax MIS
implementation. Costs should be
assessed on both short-term and
long-term bases.

• For COTS, the total cost of ownership Custom
will primarily include initial license fees
and annual maintenance fees.
• For a custom solution, the total cost of
ownership will include development
costs, human resource costs (if
recruitment and hiring are required),
and operation and maintenance costs.
• If the cost of the customized solution
is higher (lower) in comparison to
the COTS software, then the COTS
(custom) solution should be chosen.

7. Customization and development time.
The majority of the ICT transformation
projects loses focus and momentum if
the development and implementation
period is too long.

• If the customization of the COTS
takes longer than 6–9 months, then
a customized solution should be
considered.

COTS
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Table 28: Key Factors in Deciding between COTS and Custom Solutions (illustrative)—continued

Parameter

Considerations

8. Ownership of source code. Vendor
owns the source code of COTS
product even after customization
whereas, in custom solution, source
code lies with the tax agency.

• If the ownership of the source code is
important and the tax agency plans
to leverage this in future deployments
without incurring any license costs, then
a custom solution is preferred.

COTS or
Custom Solution
(illustrative)
COTS

• If the future deployment is expected to
be limited and ownership of the source
code is not of much importance to the
tax agency, then a COTS solution is
preferable.
9. Implementation approach.
Whether or not the proposed Tax
MIS is to be implemented at a
limited number of tax agency offices
or all of its offices is an important
consideration.

COTS
• Custom development is suitable for
limited, single department or single
function implementations. However,
if the system is to be implemented
organization-wide and across multiple
levels, then a robust and proven COTS
solution would mitigate the risks of largescale implementation failure.

Tax agencies may use this framework to assess the suitability of COTS and custom solutions. For
example, if a COTS solution scores positive in at least five out of the nine parameters, which is the
case in the illustrative example given in Table 28, then a tax agency might wish to choose a COTS
solution. Similarly, if the majority of responses favor a custom solution, then the tax agency may
choose a custom over a COTS solution.
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8. Monitoring and Evaluation
Framework

M

onitoring, evaluation, and reporting mechanisms are an integral part of any ICT
transformation project in government agencies. They can help the tax agency
in tracking operational targets in the short- and medium-term, while measuring
outcomes against key indicators in the long-term. A monitoring framework measures the linkages
between inputs used for the implementation of activities and the direct deliverable produced.
An evaluation framework measures actual outcomes from the implementation of Tax MIS.
Based on the needs assessment and preliminary preparations for the development of Tax MIS
at an illustrative tax agency, this section provides guidelines which suggest how the tax agency
might monitor and evaluate its systems in order to improve their efficiency and effectiveness.
Monitoring will primarily be conducted during the Tax MIS development phase. For example, is
project development going smoothly and in accordance with the operational plan? If not, what are
the reasons? Are resources, such as budgets and personnel, being supplied sufficiently? Are the
participating parties effectively collaborating? The evaluation phase will primarily be conducted
after the Tax MIS has been installed and operating for some time. The evaluation mainly focuses
on the performance indicators selected during the initial phase of implementation, including
the ease of paying taxes and processing time for tax returns, and identifying the reasons behind
nonsatisfactory performance in any particular area. An indicative list of performance indicators to
be used during the monitoring and evaluation phases is presented in Table 29. However, this is not
an exhaustive list and the tax agency should update the list based on the localized environment.
Table 29: Monitoring and Evaluation Framework (illustrative)9
Outcomes

Performance Indicators

Monitoring framework
On-time delivery
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• On-time completion of different phases of the Tax MIS project
implementation, including
o

“as is” assessment;

o

gap analysis and “to be” process design;

o

functional and software requirement specification design;

o

system design, development, and testing;

o

supply and installation of ICT infrastructure;

o

data digitization and migration;

o

staff training and capacity building; and

o

Tax MIS “going live”.

Monitoring and Evaluation Framework

Table 29: Monitoring and Evaluation Framework (illustrative)—continued

Outcomes

Performance Indicators

Monitoring framework
On-budget delivery

• Percentage deviation in project implementation costs with the project budget

Specified project
objectives

• Digitization of tax-related data
• Percentage error in the digitized data
• Percentage of staff trained on Tax MIS
• Outline of tax agency portal visible
• Online portal for tax administration going live
• Tax agency has put information online
• Interactive portals for the public (external) employees and other agencies
(internal)
• Percentage of transaction services started

Streamlined
• Percentage of redesigned government businesses processes
government structure
and business processes • Percentage of restructured government entities
• Percentage of integrated government services available as part of the
government portal
Enabling legal
infrastructure

• Legislation in place to deal with e-documentation, e-record keeping,
e-authentication, e-signature, and e-transaction
• Legislation in place concerning e-protection, privacy, and cyber crime
• All legislation available online

Monitoring and evaluation framework
Cost-effective delivery
of services

• Percentage of transactions performed online
• Percentage reduction in operating costs
• Reduction in number of staff directly involved in provision of public services

Organizational
improvement

• Number of personnel retrained
• Increased number of staff with required skills
• Ratio of professional staff versus general service staff

Better tax
management

• MIS reports and other relevant information available online

Improved tax
administration

• Information services available online
• Percentage increase in tax coverage
• Percentage increase in tax revenue
• Percentage improvement in KPIs related to Tax MIS, including time required
for assessment, filing of returns, and payment of taxes.

People-centered
service delivery culture

• Percentage increase in customer satisfaction
• Percentage increase in people using online services
• Establishment of generic government portals for citizens and businesses
• Availability of personalized portals for citizens and businesses
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Table 29: Monitoring and Evaluation Framework (illustrative)—continued

Outcomes

Performance Indicators

Monitoring and evaluation framework
Greater accountability
and transparency in
public administration

• Online access to government reports and documents, organizational
structure, and contact information

Better coordination
and cooperation
between government
agencies

• Integrated government information and knowledge-sharing network

Alliances and
partnerships with
private sector and
nongovernment
organizations

• Online access to government information (e.g., data, statistics, and
documents) and ability to interact and transact with government agencies

Improved
communications and
public relations

• Availability of online interactions between the tax agency and the public

• Sharing of government data and information across agencies

• Percentage of people interacting with the tax agency online
• Timely responses by the tax agency to queries
• Improved perception of government among taxpayers and the business
community

Increased awareness of • Online access to government legislation and regulatory information
rights and obligations
• Availability of an online appeal option and an e-ombudsman
of tax agency
• Awareness levels of principles of good governance among citizens
Greater public
participation in tax
agency activities

• Posting policy drafts online for public participation in policy development
process
• Availability of online intervention on the tax agency’s decision-making and
policy development processes

9. Key Barriers to Tax MIS
Implementation

T

ax agencies across the globe face similar obstacles in their quest to efficiently automate
key functions. These obstacles include ineffective change management and a lack of
standardized processes. This section takes a look at some of the issues that often arise
when Tax MIS is implemented.

Resistance to Change
Large-scale ICT system implementation is a change management challenge for any government
agency. There are times when agency staff are slow to adopt new technologies. Even after many
years, modules may remain unused. This can be due to a lack of management buy-in before
implementation, lack of involvement of staff in early trial runs, and a multilayered decisionmaking structure leading to a lack of clear vision on the goals of the ICT program. Mishandling
the change management aspect is a key issue with the most serious consequences that can set
an organization back 5–7 years in its overall ICT transformation goals. A failure in the change
management program creates doubts about ICT systems in the minds of staff that remain skeptical
about subsequent initiatives that might be next on the agenda. Such a failure has a cascading effect
on the implementation of future ICT programs.

Lack of Standard Processes
A lack of standard processes is one of the biggest hindrances tax agencies face when adopting new
ICT systems. An ICT system can only be as effective as the processes being followed. A lack of
standard processes can lead to the following problems:
(i)

limited ability to choose an effective ICT system to meet the varied needs of different
offices;

(ii)

high possibility of duplicate or inaccurate data being fed into the system, thereby
negatively affecting the basis for decision-making and reporting;

(iii)

misalignment of chosen ICT systems and processes, which inhibits staff use of such
systems and renders them a dead investment; and

(iv)

perceptions of ICT systems as a disturbance to daily processes and failure to maintain
management and staff buy-in.
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To address these concerns, tax authorities must conduct a business process review and make
improvements that incorporate ICT best practices. Enterprise resource planning (ERP) or
any other ICT system should then be chosen, while also keeping in mind the agency’s standard
operating processes. Only then can the full benefits of an ICT system be realized.

Lack of Trained ICT Personnel
The lack of trained ICT personnel is a problem that plagues all government agencies. While most
tax agencies hire firms from outside to implement their ICT systems, the lack of a strong ICT team
within the tax agency’s ranks seriously hampers the ability to extract maximum value from an
ICT partnership. In many tax agencies, the software installed has not been adequately customized
to meet client needs. In some tax agencies, there is no validity check for the data being entered,
leading to duplicate and/or inaccurate data. The inefficient application of ICT systems can cause
modules to remain unused. Another related problem is the inadequate ICT training provided to
staff. Without training, staff may not fully understand the benefits of the proposed system and fail
to make full use of it.

Demographics of Staff
The demographics of the tax agency’s staff is another oft-quoted reason for the failure of rollouts
of ICT systems in tax agencies. The standard argument is that an older workforce will not see the
benefits of computerization as much as a younger workforce. This results in lack of staff buy-in
at the initial stages of a project. While this may be true in some cases, a number of tax agencies
worldwide have shown that an older workforce does not need to be a major stumbling block.

Challenges and Policy Recommendations
ICT applications comprise an integral part of modern tax administration. Almost all countries have
tried to improve their tax administration through ICT in one form or another. Past experiences
have shown, however, that the investment of resources and development of Tax MIS do not
always bring about the anticipated results. As described in this tool kit, there are many factors
that affect the successful development and operation of Tax MIS. Reflecting more than 20 years
of computerization experiences in tax administration, the following are recommendations to
maximize such investments, particularly for developing countries in the early stages of developing
ICT applications:
•

Understand the automation and computerization priorities of the organization, and focus
ICT investments on these priorities.

•

Review existing work processes, where necessary, to simplify ICT implementation and
maximize investments.

•

Institute strong governance structures and know when to stop investing in areas where
returns are becoming increasingly marginal.

•

Start small and implement full-scale only as the realization of potential benefits becomes
more certain.

Key Barriers to Tax MIS Implementation

•

Leverage innovation to harness appropriate technologies to resolve operational problems,
rather than pursue technological leadership.

Experience in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries can
provide meaningful direction for the future development of Tax MIS in developing countries. Key
findings from a 2010 OCED survey reveal the following:
•

Over 90% of tax authorities offer a modern suite of electronic services covering all major
taxes.

•

For corporate income taxes, around 90% of tax authorities achieved usage by the majority
of their client taxpayers in 2009. However, for both personal income tax and VAT, just
over half achieved e-filing usage by the majority of their taxpayers in 2009.

•

Administrative initiatives and the introduction of mandatory e-filing requirements
resulted in substantial increases in e-filing usage over the previous 6 years.

•

Prefilling has evolved to become a significant element of e-services strategy. In their most
advanced form, prefilling and related facilities (e.g., online personal folders) have almost
fully automated the return preparation and assessment processes.

•

There is a lack of attention being given to the different payment methods available, which
means potential savings to taxpayers, revenue bodies, and financial institutions might be
going unrealized.

•

Just over half of tax authorities offer the full suite of other services potentially available,
such as online access to a comprehensive set of tax information, online access to some
level of personal taxpayer information, facilities enabling third parties to access personal
taxpayer information, electronic communications with taxpayers, remote access by staff
to business systems, and an online legal and case law database.

With rising expectations from the public for higher levels of efficiency and effectiveness in
taxpayer services, and the rapid advancement of new technologies, the application of ICT in tax
administration will remain a major concern for all tax authorities. Tax authorities should continue
to invest resources in ICT applications to harness technological innovation, strengthen the delivery
of taxpayer services, and improve operational efficiency.
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